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POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY* 

WHAT IS POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY? 

Among the characteristics of ths areas cf the world that differ signi- 
ficantly from eacn other, none is better known than the differences in politi- 
cal authority. A child1s earliest picture of the world, as presented on the 
most coanon maps, shows the land areas divided solely in political units - 
each state in a solid color sharply contrasting v.ith its neighbors* For many 
adults, this political map is tto only kind of a map that is familiar even if 
few take it quite as literally as Huck Finn on his balloon trip with Tom 
Sawyer: "We're right over Illinois yet* Illinois is green, Indiana is pink 
• • * • What's a map for? Ain't it to learn you facts?". 

In disregarding area likenesses and differences in vegetation, land- 
forms, economy or culture, these political maps present a very incomplete and 
distorted picture of reality* Nevertheless from the viewpoint of geography 
as the study of the earth as home of man, there is justification for placing 
strong emphasis on political areas in mapping a world in which a dominating 
force both in the life of man and in the development of areas is the factor of 
political authority organized in a system of independent, sovereign states, 
each dili'ering notably from the others* Whether one lives in a humid, indus- 
trial area in Massachusetts or in a semi-arid ranching area in Hew Mexico 
may well be of less significance than the fact that in either case one is liv- 
ing within the United States rather than in France, or in the Soviet Union 
/of. 26.233-239/. 

Political geography has therefore long been recognized as an essential 
part of geography. It remains nevertheless one of the less-developed parts* 
Perhaps this is partially the result of the fact that in establishing geo- 
graphy as an independent field, the geographers of the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries were concerned to escape from the complete domination 
of political areas as a sole framework of regional study. Further, to escape 
from subordination to history, state-craft, and the analysis of national 
statistics of production, they emphasized the physical or natural factors that 
make for significant differences between areas, and, becoming increasingly 
imbued with the spirit of the rapidly developing natural sciences, they 
tended tc ignore political boundaries almost completely /26:Chap. 2/« 

a* The basic concept of this chapter and major topics to be included were 
agreed upon by Broek, Hartshorne, Kish, Platt, and Proudfoot on the basis of 
discussion at two meetings, together with written suggestions from Van Valken- 
burg and most especially from Stephen Jones. On this basis the report was 
written by Hartshorne as chairman, excepting that the original draft of the 
sections on "power analysis" and on The World as a Whole were written by Jones 
and a few'other short sections by other members ,of the committee. Helpful 
criticism at various stages of writing was received from Broek, Jones and 
Proud! oot and a large part of the chapter was revised ty the chairman as the 
result cf the concepts developed in the first two chapters of this book* 
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European geographers found a much more congenial spirit of scientific 
cooperation among students of different countries if they concentrated on as- 
pects of geography in ifcich differences of opinion did not arouse nationalist 
motivations. American geographers, on the other hand, living and studying 
within the huge area of their single nation, rightly regarded its division into 
forty-eight arbitrary or chance units as of minor importance, but failed to 
recognize that that was far from true of differences among areas of indepen- 
dent states* 

A more realistic viewpoint was forced upon geographers by the events of 
the first World War. A number of American geographers were called upon by 
the government to make studies of European territorial problems, both in pre- 
liminary work carried on at the American Geographical Society and as members 
of President Wilson1 s staff at the Peace Conference. None of them had had 
specific training in political geography and none had published in this field. 
It was essentially a new subject to them, to which however they were able to 
apply their geographic training but without being able to draw on any system 
of methods, terminology or objectives* 

Some of the geographers who participated in that work were stimulated 
thereby to publish studies in political geography, but none of them turned to 
this field as an area of specialization* In the following two decades only a 
handful of younger geographers concentrated their attention on political geo- 
graphy* At one time, Sprout suggested that political geography should be de- 
veloped as part of the field of political science /68/* Many more geograph- 
ers however, though not specializing in this field, were led to make studies 
of the political geography of the areas on which they specialized as necessary 
to the full understanding "xf the geography of those areas* Likewise in texts 
on major areas of the world, such as the well-known volumes by Cressey, James 
and Platt, Increasing attention was paid to the political geography of the 
individual countries studied. 

The Second World War led to the introduction of many more courses in 
political geography in colleges and universities, including teachers colleges. 
Interest at a lower level of education is reflected in the appearance of a 
school text on Geography and World Affairs /47/, written under the direction 
of a scholar of standing in political geography. The number of scholars en- 
gaged primarily in research in this field however remains small* In perhaps 
no other branch of geography has the attempt to teach others gens so far 
ahead of the pursuit of learning by the teachers. 

Since much of what has been published in political geography has re- 
sulted less from concern to develop a field of scholarship, and more from a 
desire to contribute to an understanding of international problems, it is not 
surprising that there has been little agreement on the nature"and scope of 
the field. At the time when Boraan wrote the first major work in this field 
in America there was no "body of principles or body of doctrine with respect 
to political geography," nor did he attempt to construct one.  Rather his 
b. From a letter written by I. Bowman in 1937, in which he added that "there 
were political geographies, a bundle of nationalistic philosophies outsido the 
scope of science*" 
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New World /&/  represented a study of international relations as viewed by a 
geographer* In that field it pioneered a new path by its method of examining 
the specific territorial problems of the world, country by country, in contrast 
either to diplomatic history or to principles of international law and inter- 
national relations, In the discussions of the specific problems however stu- 
dents fcurd no method or system demonstrating a distinctive character for 
political geography, with the important exception, generally recognised as the 
most valuable contribution of the work, that an extraordinarily large amount 
of material was presented in maps* 

In his review of the field early in the 19301 s# /20/ Bartahorne found 
in tiie publications of American, or Saglish geographers no clear basis for 
determining the purpose and scope of political geography, but sought to est- 
ablish that by Introducing the system developed by contemporary German geo- 
graphers on the foundations laid a generation earlier by Ratzel. In the mean- 
time, Whittlesey, who first among American geographers developed political 
geography as an academic subject of teaching and research, had. released him- 
self from the domination of the historical environmentalism of Sample and 
Barrows - reflected in his early study of the historical relations of the 
United States and Cuba /92/ - and was demonstrating the new viewpoint being 
developed in American geography as a whole by treating political geography as 
the differentiation of political phenomena from place to place over the earth* 
Illustrated in various substantive works, this view is outlined in a short 
article in 1936 /95/, and a few years later in the introductory pages of his 
major work, essentially a collection of essays in political geography /98/« 
At the same tima pnpeared Van Vaikeriburg's textbook, presenting a quite dif- 
ferent view of the field /84/. 

Geopolitics 

With the outbreak of the Second World War, the interest in political 
geography was. again focused on the immediate problems* of international rela- 
tions, particularly that of the geography of power* Many American geographers, 
as well as the general public and many military leader", were Impressed by 
exaggerated reports of the influence purportedly exerted on German strategic 
planning by the school of geopolitics which Eaushofer had developed in Ger- 
many,* Consequently it became difficult to distinguish between political geo- 
graphy and the supposedly new field of geopolitics*0 

The difficulty in determining the distinction between the two fields 
was intensified by lack of any clear statement by the followers of geopolitics, 
whether in Germany or later in this country, as to the purpose and scope of 
that field* Haushofer' s statements of his own views tended to add confusion 

c~*    WhTtSXesey /98:59/ and others following him, used the adjective form 
"gaopolitical1' not in the sense used by the German students of geopolitics, 
but simply as a useful abbreviation of ths cumbersome phrase "political- 
geographic." 
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rather than to clarify,  though his basic purposes ultimately became quite 
clear.'* 

In his early attempt to analyse the German work in geopolitics, in 
1935, Hartshorne discussed these difficulties, "out concluded that geopolitics, 
&8 viewed by the more conservative members of the group, represented simply 
the application of the knowledge and techniques cf political geography to the 
problems of international relations /SO; 960-965/.   But as it w soon evident 
that these problems require many other kinds of knowledge, geopolitics, hav- 
ing gained popular success as a catch-wosdfc). became both broader in scope and 
narrower in purpose - namely, to include utv. application of all kinds of know- 
ledge aboot fareigi areas to the problane of foreign policy of the German 
state* 

Wbittlosey demonstrated a considerable coiTespondence between the con- 
CIUALOOO ^roMtited in scattered writings of Hauahofer and others of the group 
on the one hand and the actual strategy subsequently followed by Hitler /99/. 
The German geographer Troll, however, in his post-mortem on the school of 
geopolitics /80/ makes it at least doubtful that this correspondence represent- 
ed a direct cause and effect relationship.   Further,  if such a relationship 
did result, from aarty personal contact of Hauahofer, it is not clear which 
of the two had greater influence on the other.    There can be no question how- 
ever that Baushof er and his group,  through publication and by teaching of 

,       young Journalists, made very important contributions to internal propaganda, 
supplying a pseudo-scientific rationalization for the Nazi policy of expansion* 

Nevertheless many students in this country, both geographers and 
political scientists, urged the development of r  fold of geopolitics purified 
of its nationalistic German origins.   They would look back to Mackinder and 
Mahan rather than Haushofer, but they overlooked the fact that neither of 
those individuals had attempted, any more than Haushofer,  to lay the ground- 
work of a field of study, but had merely used what knowledge and techniques 
were available to them to draw conclusions for action on certain problems of 
power.   Spykman, who had previously presented to his colleagues in political 
science detailed discussions of the importance of geography to foreign 
policy /7l/ adopted the term, and many of the concepts of geopolitics, to his 
war-time studies of the situation and needs of the United States /?2;73/.   His 
conclusions as well as those of less influential students were strongly oppos- 
ed by various criticso   Weigert concluded his analysis of the German school 
with an emphatic warning lest the American prophets of geopolitics should 
indoctrinate both military leaders and the public in this country with 
doctrines no less dangerous than those that had been propagated in Germany /88/. 

The disagreements that arose were not of the kind commonly involved 
in the attempt to determine facts and relationships; rather they stem from 

cE    Haushofer, whom the writer of this section found quite able to speak 
simple and clear German, wrote in a stylo extremely difficult for German as 

J well as foreign readers, whether because of inability to write clear prose or 
with the intention of obfuscating his reasoning while impressing his con- 
clusions is not certain. 
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differences in fundamental assumptions of purpo*© and aapiration, assumptions 
seldom stated clearly either by the writer who held them or the opposing 
critics* Such failure to recognize basic assumptions is perhaps to be ex- 
pected in a field whose nature and scope remains nebulous* One proponent, 
Walsh, while urging the development of "a future geopolitics, born of sanity 
and law and acuity" provides no more definite concept of the field than to say 
"geopolitics, by which is meant a combined study of human geography and applied 
political science" /86:34, 2/* 

ine statement just quoted reflects the intellectual difficulty involved 
in defining any applied field* The economic geographer who attempts to apply 
his knowledge to any practical problem finds thai his problem makes it imme- 
diately necessary to consider matters not commonly regarded as included in 
geography* I& the application of knowledge to concrete problems, the problems 
determine *hat shall be studied; definitions of fields of study as divisions 
of the whole field of knowledge become nacademic" in the sense of not useful 
to the purpose /26:399-400/* 

Thus, the erection of a single bridge may involve problems not only of 
the physics and chemistry of metals and the aesthetics of architectural design, 
but also problems of hydrography, geology, economics of transportation, and 
labor problems* Bridge construction and state-craft both require the inte- 
gration of information, principles and techniques from many disciplines; it 
does not follow that either can be made into a discipline itself* 

Finally, in the application of knowledge to concrete problems, the 
question of purpose is always involved* If the purpose can be assumed as 
accepted by all students concerned in the development of ah applied field - 
as is commonly true in such cases as the application of medical knowledge to 
the prevention of disease, or the application of engineering knowledge to the 
construction of bridges - the answer to the question is universal and no pro- 
blem arises. Just the opposite is the case in the application of knowledge to 
the concrete problems of international relations: every state concerned has 
a different purpose and these are most often in conflict* As an applied field 
concerned with specific problems, geopolitics would appear to be inevitably 
divided into as many different schools as there are Independent states* 

Convergence of Political Geography and Political Science 

Nevertheless the convergence of students from geography and other social 
science fields on the problems of war and peace must be welcomed and encour- 
aged, not only for the aid it may give statesmen in reaching tolerable con- 
clusions on international problems, but also for cha  sake of the increasing 
depth of understanding in all fields that should result from such cross- 
fertilization* 

The geographer, concerned with the study of regions, has found in the 
political unit an example of a region organized in spite of internal regional 
differences'and i8 concerned to study the structure and functions of that 
area, as a region homogeneous in political organization, hetereogeneous in 
other respects* The political scientist, concerned with the study of political. 
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processes, has found he must do more than develop generalizations independent 
of differences in different areas; the processes which «n only be partially 
described and analyzed in generalizations, must be studied as they operate 
in particular areas; he hat. been led increasingly to the study of what may he 
called regional politics* 

Likewise in the field of international relations, grim reality has 
compelled students from all disciplim to focus on what may be called power 
analysis - the analysis of political units of power and the relations among 
them. Since these political units are defined by area and the relations among 
them are conditioned by space relations, geographers have long shown an int- 
erest in such problems* One of them, Macklnder, presented nearly half a 
century ago, a thesis of world power analysis and prognosis which for better 
or worse has become the most famous contribution of modern geography to man's 
view of his political world /54/« Macklnder* e interest and purpose, it may 
be noted, were primarily political and practical and it is not surprising 
therefore that his hypothesis is much less firmly grounded than, for example, 
his more academic and geographic analysis of the foundation of Britain's 
seapower in the relation of Great Britain to "the British seas" /55/« 

dough many geographers have quoted and used Macklnder1 s thesis of the 
"heartend," Weigert is one of the few who have examined it critically /S9/# 
It would appear to have greater interest for students of world politics, like 
Spykman, who examined it critically and attempted a major revision /73/. 

The influence of geography, including particularly both the major con- 
tributions of Macklnder's thinking, are likewise notable in the work of Sprout 
and Sprout - an academic as well as personal union in which there was included 
a considerable ingredient of geographic training. This influence is clear 
in their studies of seapower - notably in that on the Command of the Atlantic 
/69/ and in their Foundations of National Power /TO/, The latter may be con- 
sidered as a volume on regional politics, constructed by the editors by put- 
ting together pieces of many kinds of published materials, together with 
pieces contributed by.the editors themselves, in which a substantial amount of 
geography is included. 

Similarly Lattimore18 war-time and post-war studies of the Sar East may 
be considered as studies in regional politics, in which the author is concern- 
ed to find solutions for current problems on the basis of his specialized area 
competency, including an intimate knowledge of much of its geography; his 
Si tuatlon in Asia may be cited as one of several well-known works /53/* Of a 
somewhat different kind, concernel primarily with strategic problems in a 
single region of strategic unity is Reitzel's book on The Mediterranean /66/» 

Examination of almobt any part of any of the works mentioned in the 
previous paragraphs reveals the almost unlimited variety of things that must 
be assessed if one is to reach a thorough evaluation of national power - a 
list that may quite literally include shoes and ships and sealing wax, cab- 
bages and kings* 

G« Jeographers can and have, contributed information and techniques for the 
evaluation of many of these factors*    In greatest volume, perhaps, have been 
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studies of the physical and economic conditions within particular countries, 
studies prepared for governmental use and therefore, unfortunately not pub- 
lished.   One major aspect of production for national power,  the occurrence and 
development of mineral resources essential for modern industry and war, has 
been most intensively studied and presented in well-known works of economic 
geologists such as Leith. 

Geographers in addition have contributed studies of the strategic sit- 
uation of major world areas, demonstrating the geographic technique ox viewing 
power distribution in terms of space relationships.   A number of such studies 
are included in the two symposia edited by Weigert, Stefansson and Harrison 
/90; 91/ and Stephen Jones has ptaftliflhed several in the series of Memoranda 
of the Tale Institute of International Studies /46/. 

Many other factors of national power however, are foreign to geographic 
training*   For the evaluation, say, of the strength or weakness inherent in 
the one-party dictatorship of the Soviet Union versus the two-party democracy 
supporting a strong executive in Great Britain, or the multi-party legislature 
dominating the executive in France, the knowledge and technique of the student 
cf government is essential. 

Nevertheless it is of the utmost practical importance that the problems 
of international relations should be studied by students from all disciplines 
that can contribute to their solution.   Workers from the various fields will 
and should seek to integrate, either in groups or as individuals, the findings 
from the several disciplines in relation to the specific problems*   Further- 
more, as in every other part of geography,  the individual geographer in order 
to work effectively In his field of specialization must develop considerable 
mastery of the related social science and it is therefore to be expected that 
he will at time8 be concerned to study problems which might logically be con- 
sidered as included in the related field, as in geographic politics, rather 
than within the field of geography. 

To say that there is need for convergence of students from many fields 
however is not to claim that a new field should be set up, particularly if it 
continues to prove impossible to define such a field other than in terms of 
the border fields it proposes to overlap.   Geography and political science are 
mutually concerned not only with different topics in international relations 
but with topics that concern only areas within a single state.    If the spe- 
cific topic of the analysis of units of national power and their interrela- 
tions represents a distinct area of convergence, not only of geography and 
political science but also of economics, anthropology and psychology,  it would 
seem well to name that topic by a clear and distinct term,  such as "power 
analysis" rather than obscure it by the all-embracing term of geopolitics 
whose origin is steeped in error,  exaggeration and poison. 

Finally, experience from the history of science indicates that each 
discipline will be able to render the maximum contribution if it develops to 
the utmost its o«n body of principles and techniques,  to be sure not in isola- 
tion from related disciplines but rather in independent interrelation*   In the 
remainder of this chapter,  therefore, attention will be concentrated on pcliti. 
cal geography as an integral part of the field of geography. 
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Political Geography in Geography 

Evan if we consider political geography as a body of knowledge rather 
than an applied field and as contained within geography, there is far from 
agreement among American geographers as to the nature and scope of this portion 
of their field. 

This is illustrated in the great variety of method followed by the many 
geographers who contributed to the two symposia on political geography, Compass 
of the World, and New Compass of the V/orld /90; 91/• It is even more striking, 
in view of its apparently uniform organisation and purpose, in the textbook on 
World Political Geography edited by Pearcy Fifield /60/« In the introductory 
chapters by Renner and Pearcy, political geography is identified with a geo- 
politics purified of its irrelevant Nazi aspects. Renner attempts to summarize 
the different viewpoints of American political geographers in terms of three 
schools, but one may dcubt whether the scholars he names would accept his inter- 
pretation of their writings. However there is little indication that the writ- 
ers of the individual chapters were guided by the views expressed in the in- 
troductory chapters. 

The earlier attempts of Whittlesey and Hartshorne to determine the na- 
ture of the field have been mentioned previously. Somewhat different views 
have been offered by Stephen Jones /44/ and '..right /lOZ/,    Kore recently, and 
partly as a result of preliminary discussions of this committee, Hartshorne 
presented in his address as president of the Association in 1949, an appeal 
for "a more geographical political geography" in a paper /3l/ which emphasized 
the "functional approach" to the subject, thereby marking a major change as 
compared with the views he had published in 1935» 

Discussions in the Committee appointed, to prepare this chapter demon- 
strated not merely the existence of a variety of views regarding the scope of 
this field, which might well be a healthy situation. But geographers have 
tended to nibble at the more obvious aspects, such as boundaries, capitals or 
international waterways, or on the other hand when endeavoring to cover the 
political geography of a whole state or larger area they have nad in mind nc 
systematic concept of what topics should be included, of what questions should 
be posed for which answers are to be sought. 

The committee therefore felt that both in reviewing the work that has 
been done and to offer possible guidance for future work, it was desirable 
not merely to determine the major topics that have been studied in political 
geography, but to arrange these in an organized system that would make clear 
the relation of each topic to the whole and reveal the major gaps that need 
development. With such a framework any geographer interested in examining 
particular topics in political geography could see the relationship of his 
topic to tne field as a whole and to the overall study of area likenesses and 
differences, that is, to geography* 

It is appropriate for geographers to begin not with a verbal definition 
but with a map. The primary facto in political geography are presented whether 
quite accurately or not, in the common political map* We noted at the start 
of this chapter that such a map presents an important degree of reality in 
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showing each sovereiga state In n different color but the sane color through- 
out all its area,  but we also noted, that ths respects in -shier, such a map 
Conceals important differences.    We know that,  In any particular case,  some 
parts of a state may consist of tarren mountains, others of fertile lowlands; 
some parts may be highly industrialised with primarily urban populations, 
others are largely rural and agricultural* there nay be different languages 
spoken in different parts of the same state and diverse religions followed; 
portions of the state area may have recently belonged to another state and 
their populations nay still feel themselves attached to the former state 
rather than to the cne in rhich as a result of war they have been assigned; 
or indeed areas long recognised as parts of the state nay be largely wilder- 
ness inhabited by scattered tribes 1*10 hardly know even the name of the state 
in which they are included on the political map* 

Uhile these cases refer to sovereign states,   similar conditions may be 
found in political divisions at lower levels*   Thus the State of Tennessee is 
presented on the common political map as a homogeneous unit and on many maps 
purporting to show political attitudes,  it has appeared in the past as a part 
of the solid South," blanketed as terrain of one political part.   Closer in- 
spection, however, shows that over a third of the counties may have majorities 
of the opposite party, and the regions revealed by mapping this data show 
marked correspondence to the economic and racial differences in the' several 
portions of the state - the Mississippi lowlands. Nashville Basin, Tennessee 
Valley, and the mountain region, .These contrasts are significant not merely 
for those interested in interpreting or predicting election returns; the pol- 
itical differences and. ths cultural, economic and physical differences which 
underly them, present serious problems to the operation of the State of Ten- 
nessee as a coherent unit** 

In each of the cases cited in the previous paragraphs,  the geographer 
analyses the area concerned by the regional method - that is, on the basis of 
a series of criteria relevant to political problems, he determines the region- 
al differences and similarities within the are\ and by comparative study of 
the regional breakdown revealed by each criterion,  seeks for evidence of cor- 
respondence that may suggest a cause and effect relationship. 

Political geography then we may define as the study of ar*al differences 
and similarities in political character as an- interrelated part in the total 
complex of areal differences and similarities which all geography seeks to 
establish and interpret*   Interpretation of the areal differences in politi- 
cal features involves the study of their interrelations with all other rele- 
vant areal variations, whether physical or human* 

SC&JBCTS AND LETHCDS 07 SIUDY IN POLITICAL QSDQBaPH? 
•-••••   t 

Area Differences in Political Character 

One group of problems in political geography concerns the differences 

e^    This particular example is chosen out of many that might have been used 
because the source from which it is taken,  "Physiographic Influences in the 
Development of Tennessee,"  in 1915,, demonstrates an early recognition of the 
significance of political geography within geo^aphy /l7/« , 
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in attitudes of people in different areas on various political natters. 
Studies of such topics are very similar to other cultural phenomena outlined 
in Uie previous chapter and in this cass also, relatively little attention has 
been paid to such problems by American geographers. 

A welL-tenown Adaption is Wright1 s map of the voting habits of American 
people, as revealed by compilation on a county basis, of election returns over 
a long period of time /101/. This study however does little more than depict 
the facts, but it invites detailed studies of particular areas to interpret 
the significance of the facts shown* Oxus, the breakdown of the n solid South'1 

into a complex pattern of regional differences calls for comparative analysis 
with regional maps of such features as racial composition, agricultural 
systems, soils, and landforma. Crisler has pursued this subject in studies of 
political regioxtiuiw in Missouri /I2jl3/. 

A recent doctoral dissertation at the University of Wisconsin, by 
Smuckler, a student of political science who was also trained in geography, 
attempts the more complex task of mapping and analysing the regions of iso- 
lationist attitude in the United States* Although this study confirms a 
general impression of concentration of isolationist attitudes in the Midwest, 
the marked variations within that area and the presence of equally isolation- 
ist districts in other parts of the country give strong reason for believing 
that the interior location of the area is not the basic factor; more, impor- 
tant, it would appear, are differences among predominantly urban, small-town, 
and rural districts and differences resulting from different cultural and 
national origins*- Detailed analyses to determine the significance of each of 
these however has not been carried out* 

Until recently the data available to measure political attitudes has 
been limited largely to election returns or voting records of elected repre- 
sentatives* Today these could be greatly increased by use of the records of 
public opinion polls and "content analyses" of newspapers and publications* 
To use such data for geographic analysis however it is necessary that the re- 
sults be tabulated in much smaller divisions of area than is now the case* 
Few of these are broken down even by states within the United States, whereas. 
Smuckler's study demonstrates that the totals for States obscures the signi- 
ficant relationships revealed by the smaller areas of Congressional Districts, 
and his further study of voting by counties within an electoral district makes 
clear that the latter level is likewise too large* 

Areas Organized as Political Units 

The distinctive characteristic of political geography however arises 
from the fact that in. practically all parts of the world today, political 
organization represents not the organization of a particular kind or class of 
people but rather the organization of a particular area, including along with 
the other contents of the area the people permanently resident within it* The 
legal establishment of any political unit, whether a sovereign state, a pro- 
vince, department, county or township is the declarutiou that, in terms of the 
criterion of common government, that area shall constitute a region* Dais is 
the one case in geography in which the regional division of any area cppears 
as a primary fact, rather than as the result of study /25:402-404/. Whether 
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this appearance, as presented by law, represents reality however, is a Ques- 
tion to which we must return later. 

It nay be that a region established by political action corresponds 
to a region determined by other criteria, whether a uniform region - as for 
example in terms of the linguistic character of its people, or a nodal region - 
in terms of economic development and transport* In such a case, a cause and 
effect relationship is obviously probable, but only historical study can de- 
termine in which direction - i.e., whether the political region was establish- 
ed to conform with the linguistic or economic region, or whether the latter 
was the result of a 10% established political unity* 

In many other cases however there may be little correspondence between 
the regional division as defined politically (i.e., by law, whether domestic 
or international.) and other regional divisions of the same area as determined 
by other relevant characteristics* 

The full reality of homogeneity of a political region is not expressed 
merely by the fact that the area has been legally established as a political 
unit of government. In some cases indeed the situation shown on the ordin- 
ary political map as sanctioned by law or international treaty may have little 
or no reality* Thus, Platt told in 1935 of an Indian tribe in the upper 
reaches of the Amazon who live "in blissful ignorance of the fact that they 
inhabit a zone of international tension,*1 an area-bitterly claimed as part of 
the political region of Peru and simultaneously of that of Ecuador; the in- 
habitants had no knowledge of the existence of those units or of what the dif- 
ference between them night be /62:273/. 

The degree of homogeneity of a political region is to be measured both 
in terms of the degree to which the various functions for which the region is 
organized politically uniformly over the area, and the degree to which pol- 
itical forces tie the area together into a coherent (nodal or kinetic) region-. 
The first of these conditions is significant at all levels of political divi- 
sion, the second is primarily important in the case of the independent units 
formed by sovereign states, and of decreasing importance at successive lower 
levels of subdivision* 

At all levels of division, political units of area differ in the degree 
of regional homogeneity, as measured by the two conditions indicated* In no 
small Pert these differences are due to varying, degree of hetereogeneity of 
non-political features within the area which is intended to be politically 
homogeneous* A major part of the study in political geography therefore is 
concerned with the determination of the degree of political homogeneity and 
the relation of that to the regional pattern in other factors* 

Political geography, in this mere limited sense, then, may be consid- 
ered as the study of the organization of the world into-political areas, ex- 
amined individually and in relation to each other, in relation to other re- 
levant likenesses and differences of areas. It is in terms of this more 
limited via* uf this branch of geography that the remainder of this chapter 
will consider work in political geography. It is also in this respect that 
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political geography is most closely interrelated with other major branches of 
th3 field* a these which flliittlesey has discussed in some detail /96/* The 
political organization of area into regional units, notably at the level of 
the sovereign state, has profound effects on all aspects of geography in viuch 
man is a factor, Including even aspects commonly thought of as parts of phy- 
sical geography, as in the geography of soils* 

Area Studies and Topical Studies 

In the study of political units of area as a special form of regions 
in geography, the two methods comuon to all branches of geography are employ- 
ed. Some studies focus on the problems presented by the political organiza- 
tion of particular areas, whether a single region - that is a political unit 
area - or an area divideo, among two or more units* On the other hand the 
various kinds of phenomena involved in the political organization of any area 
may be studied1 generically as they occur iu different areas of the world* 
Boundaries and capitols are the most obvious features in the political geo- 
graphy of any area and no doubt for this reason they have been favored sub- 
jects of topical studies by geographers* {/.ore sophisticated analysis of the 
phenomena involved in the development of homogeneous political units of area 
will reveal other topics of more fundamental importance* 

Ihe following four sections will consider the problems that arise in 
studies of the •division of the world into political units and studies of 
individual units at various levels of division. In these detailed considera- 
tions of problems of areas, a large number of topics requiring generic study 
will emerge, the significance of historical studies will frequently be noted, 
and possibilities may be seen for application of knowledge to current poli- . 
tical problems* Es,ch of these three aspects of political geography will be 
summarized briefly in the remaining sections of this chapter* 

STUDIES OF TH2 .VORLD DIVIDED INTO POLITICAL UNITS 

The World as a flhole 

Long before man had explored the whole of his world he speculated about 
its totality. Much of ois early speculation dwelt upon the arrangement of 
land and water and the distribution of climates* Since he was extrapolating 
from the little that was known to the vastness that was unknown, errors were 
hardly surprising. Today, with the physical world explored at least by re- 
connaissance, the great accumulation of factual data provides a much broader 
basis for speculation concerning the origins and global pattern of continents 
and ocean basins, or of climates. 

In the social aspects of geography, global speculation likewise has 
been active. Here the tendency to extrapolate from the intimate to the un- 
familiar is still prevalent. In political geography, thinking about the 
world as a whole has produced some notable hypotheses which still remain 
undemon st, rated. 
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Such speculations axe not merely fuel for intellectual fires.    The ob- 
ject of study is the realistic world in which we live,  the one actually inte- 
gral unit vdth which geographers have to deal.   This unit of course existed 
long before man appeared on the earth and since long beforo the dawn of his- 
tory it has represented a real unit to the degree that man originating in one 
part of it was able to migrate,  through successive generations,  to every other 
part - and nowhere else.    In major degree however, the unity of the world 
region had little significance for man until the discovery and exploration of 
the world by Europeans in the 15th and 16th centuries*   In that relatively 
short tine the voyages of Diaz, de Gamma, Columbus and Magellan, among count- 
less ethers, converted the surface of the earth into Cne World, increasingly 
since then a unit in the intellectual, economic, and military life of man* 

This One World has no corresponding political organization as a unit. 
It is however organized, in terms of internatioral law commonly accepted, into 
a single system of three kinds of areas.   I*and areas are organized as indepen- 
dent, sovereign states each of which is ar. unit region subject to no outside 
authority, or a dependent   area, each organized under the control of one of 
the independent states.    In legal theory these cover practically all the in- 
habited parts of the world; only Antarctica and a few uninhabited islands re- 
main unassigaed in this system.    Finally the open seas are recognized as un- 
organized areas into *hich the authorityof each of the organized states ex- 
tends vherever ships or planes under such authority proceed.    To solve the 
problems that arise when ships or planes of diverse state authorities come in 
contact in the aeas,  the independent states within the system have developed 
an elaborate structure of international law, to enforce which, however, there 
is no single organization. 

Tiiis single state system of world organization is a product of recent 
times*    It is new not only in covering the world, but in many parts of the 
world it has brought entirely new forme of political organization.   In reading 
the narratives of early explorers, men familiar only with one kind of political 
organization, we are often misled by their use of such words as "king," "stat^J 
''territory," etc*    In many areas political organization was defined in terms 
of families and tribes, with only vague references to specific pieces of land. 
The relations of the Chinese empire to the peoples and governments of such 
areas as Korea, Manchuria, or Indo-ChJ,na lad no direct   counterpart in the 
European scene. 

The modern world system has resulted from the spread of jJuropean pov*er 
or European ideas ever all other parts of the world.   For a long ti^e the 
world system consisted largely of the state-system of Europe together with 
areas elsewhere in the world organized by individual members of that system* 
77hittLesey,8 brief historical perspective of "the exploitable world" suggests 
the opportunity for valuable studies of the changing pattern of this system 
during recent centuries, a pattern that has changed markedly   since he wrote 
in 1939 /98;78-8o/.    3ut the countries that have changed from dependence under 
particular European states to independence, beginning over a century ago in 
the Arericas and more recently in southern and southeastern Asia, have organ- 
ized themselves after European models and have become members of a world 
system of states *4iich represents an expansion of the former European state- 
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system. Hie same has also been true of countries*, like Japan and China, whose 
organization fas never controlled by Eiirope. 

Though the modern state-system originated in jSurope, it is notably 
different in character, as well as extent, from the system that existed in 
Europe in earlier times, such as the feudal system of the middle ages* In. 
some respects indeed the modern system is mare skin to that of classical 
Greece, but on the other hand there is no modern counterpart of the Roman 
Empire - a vast domain ruled not by a state occupying what we now call Italy, 
but by a city, Rome. 

Since the political organization of the world has changed, both in char- 
acter and extent, in the past, it is reasonable to assume it will not remain 
the same in the future. To enable us to recognize the trend of present chang- 
es, it would be desirable to have comparative studies of the geography of the 
political systems of the past. This is a field of study as yet almost un- 
touched by geographers. 

tapping The World 

A first step in the analysis of the present system of «orld political 
organization is to present it on a map* .7e commonly assure that this is done 
for us by the common political map. But such maps are by no means either as 
accurate or as realistic as is commonly supposed. 

To construct a map that will clearly depict even legal sovereign!ty in- 
volves problems which the ordinary map publisher avoids by purely arbitrary 
decisions. Current disputes over territories, a6 for example over the Falk- 
land Islands, are usually resolved by the cartographer with no appeal to auth- 
ority* It is difficult, without complicated symbols,, to show the status of a 
boundary like the present one between Poland and Germany, which is regarded 
as final by one party and only provisional by the other. The ill-defined 
boundaries of Tibet appear on most maps as no less precisely determined than 
those of Switzerland. TJhether Antarctica is divided like a pie or remains 
politically unidentified depends on which foreign office the cartographer con- 
sults. If one tries to complete the pattern by showing sovereignty over the 
territorial sea and continental shelves, Boggs finds tnat at least nine sym- 
bols are required, while a welter of new boundary disputes will arise if land 
boundaries are extended seaward without agreement as to the method of de- 
limitation /4; 5/, 

If it is difficult to map legal sovereignty with complete accuracy, 
obviously it is more difficult to make a world map of "political realities.11 

The makers of such maps usually are driven to subjective judgments or tie 
their maps to a particular epoch. Langhans, in 1926, published a world map 
showing degrees of autonomy in external and internal affatlrs /50/» In the 
main, this map was based on legal documents, but some highly subjective de- 
cisions obviously were made; thus the Ukraine and Sarawak appear in the same 
classification. 

A irore complete break with political form and shift towards reality 
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as determined by effective political functioning was made by Hartsiiome in 
1J41 /o8/•    »:any of the details of specific areas are subject to question and 
for today will find his categories acceptable.    Nevertheless this map may re- 
present an important step in the direction of a more realistic political map 
of the world*   A series of such maps covering a century or more of history 
would he very illuminating. 

Maps of the world's legal systems have been published by Tigmore /IOC/ 
and TThittlesey /98;556-565/*    Neither of these more than scratches the surface 
of the geography of the law, which remaiiB a field in ifcioh much useful dig- 
ging can be done*    Whittlesey* s black-and-vhite maps shows only a single legal 

•• system in a given area,  concealing the existence of compound systems such as 
the concurrence of Roman, Moslem, and local customary law in Indonesia* 
Wigmore's colors make it possible to show the coexistence of systems in a 
given area, but he follows po?J.tical boundaries almost everywhere and so does 
not show enclaves of tribal law in remote parts of some organized countries* 

Hypotheses of The Political Divison of The World 

Geographers have not of course been content to map- the world political 
pattern but have sought to explain it in terms of other patterns of world dif- 
ferences*    In particular they have been concerned to determine reasons for the 
political preeminence of certain parts of the world over others*   This phase 
of political.geography however remains richer in striking hypotheses than in 
well-demonstrated conclusions*   Through much of the work runs the strain of 
environmental!8m,  inherited from the nineteenth century* 

Tiiup Griffith Taylor presents the problem in terms that beg the answer: 
"Let us pose the urgent problems in a series of simple maps and diagrams.  .   . • 
Let us explain how the patterns depend on the environment."    After comparing 
the political map with world patterns of climates,  landforms, natural resources 
and races, he finds the foci of the political world in the humic5 coal-rich 

-••-     lands of the northern middle latitudes /76:607/* 

Ellsworth Huntington likewise concluded that Europe and North America 
are likely to contirw to dominate world affairs, but he based his conclusion 
primarily on the intellectual and physical energy of the population resulting 
from climatic conditions, reinforced by diet and perhaps by hereditary char- 
acteristics resulting from natural selection /37/* 

wackinder,   viewing the problem over a longer range of time, both past 
and future...saw in the pre-eminence of western Eurcfpe the special significance, 
during »a i-articular epoch, of  the maritime margins of the continental masses 
/54/*     ith the improved development of land communication, he foresaw the 

. possibility of greater power development in the great interior lands,  of which 
one,   the Ipivot area11 or Heartland of Eurasia, was so placed as to offer the 
opportunity to dominate the world.    Though ivackinder1 s hypothesis undoubtedly 
had a pronounced effect on Haushofer in Germany - but to his obvious regret 
was not followed in Hitler's policy - and has been more -widely discussed in 

' popular vritings than perhaps any other contribution of modern geography to 
l comir-ou thought,  critical discussion has focused'chiefly on its prognostication 
J for the future.    Unfortunately fQr have attempted to examine critically or 
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demonstrate adequately the detailed facts and relationships on which his 
premises are based* 

Long before the writers discussed in the previous paragraphs, fiatzel 
had endeavored to lay the groundwork of principles in political geography that 
would explain the contemporary division of the areas of the world in terms of 
past growth of individual states /65/»    Viewing the state as the organization 
of a section of land and a section of people, originally quite small, he 
viewed its growth through processes of expansion over other small units and 
in competition with similar growing units*   Satzei, who had been trained as a 
biologist,  thought of states as organisms, which therefore passed through a 
life-cycle from birth through youth to maturity and finally to the decadence 
of old-age*   As a geographer he sought'to find this cycle not merely in in- 
ternal development, but more particularly in terms of area-growth* 

This theme was inherited by the German geographers who, following Kjellea 
in 9*eden and Haushofer in Germany, developed the school of geopolitics. 
Sample, who brought so much of Hatzel' s thinking to American geographers, had 
not introduced his political geography, primarily, we are told, because she 
found this thesis unacceptable*    It has however been introduced since by Van 
Valkenburg, whether by transfer from Ratzel1s writings or by analogy from the 
Davis physiographic cycle is not clear /84/.    The thesis has been widely 
criticized not only because of lack of demonstration that the life-processes of 
any state have led inevitably to the characteristics that can be called old age 
and ultimate dissolution, but even more fundamentally, on the grounds that it 
is false to reason from an analogy of a biological organism with a social 
organization operated by men who through successive generations are at no time 
older than their predecessors* 

Studies Needed 

For the purpose of attaining an understanding of the political divi- 
sions of the world, we appear to have a plethora of hypotheses - all too com- 
monly stated as though they were demonstrable theories - but inadequate analy- 
sis both of the actual political pattern which the map of official political 
areas tends to obscure and of the patterns of world distribution of many 
phenomena knovn to be relevant,  or which appear likely to be relevant,  to the 
political pattern*   On the one hand we need studies in the direction initiated 
by Langhaas and Hartahorne,  to provide a much more thorough analysis of the 
calories of political organization and their world distribution.   The pattern 
or patterns thus developed need then to be compared with a large number of 
other world patterns*    While many of these,   such as patterns of natural condi- 
tions,, population, production and trade, have long been studied by geographers, 
other phenomena are less familiar but may be no less significant* 

Hius we need to break down the overall data of i-opulation density, a 
compound of people living off the land and therefore dependent on the amount 
of land available for production with people supported by urban occupations 
for whom such figures as acreage per capita have no known significance*    The 
significant ratio, which ve know varies greatly in different areas of equal 
capacity for production,  i3 the ratio of productive agricultural land to the 
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population noticing on the land and supported directly by its production* 
While we know these differences exist, we have barely begun the studies nec- 
essary to provide comparable measurements that can be made into a world pat- 
tern* Hartshorne has presented initial attempts for the United States 
/25a/ which demonstrate, marked correspondence with nell known patterns of 
political differences within that country, and students in the United States 
Department of Agriculture have published one such map for 2urope /83:22/* 

LiKevise we need studies of differential rates of growth of world pop- 
ulation, world patterns of birth and death rates. Unfortunately the avail- 
able data is often given in estimates for the entire official areas of states, 
tther.as a realistic pattern can be mapped only if we can distinguish regions 
known to be markedly different from each other - as in the case of the 'various 
portions of such a country as Brazil or Indonesia* 

The same is true in regard to one of the most important of world pat- 
terns for political geography, the pattern of differences in levels of living. 
:7e know in general that one of the most explosive, if not tho most explosive, 
features of the world today is the growing realization among peoples of dense- 
ly populated agrarian lands that while they live on a bare margin of existence 
peoples in other lands are enjoying a far higher and continuously rising 
standard of living. But only recently, through the work of Colin Clarke and 
others, are we beginning to get reliable data penaltting comparisons among 
countries and the construction of a reliable world pattern* 

Studies of Sections of the World • 

In an. age of global political relations and global wars - an age which 
began in the e* ^lteenth century if not earlier - the political geographer is 
required to keep constantly in mind the world as a whole. But practical dif- 
ficulties mnke it well-nigh impossible for him to study the whole pattern of 
world relationships at one time. Since these relationships must be seen as 
they are on the sphere, even the map, the geographer1 s distinctive tool, fails 
him in this purpose. Nor does the globe replace the flat map, since it is 
impossible to see more than half the globe at any one moment. To turn the 
globe around to see the other half is again like looking at the world mapped 
in but two hemispheres. As Bog^s has discussed in his very illuminating study 
of "Our Hemisphere11 /3/, one must consider an unlimited number of possible 
hemispheres, seen from all angles - as though one were to look at a globe turn- 
ing and ac the same time shifting its axis, and attempt to keep in mind all 
the different hemispheres seen* 

Further, however, the student may endeavor to retain in imagination all 
of the space relationships involved on the globe. When he atteuipts to pre- 
sent a study of the world as a whole, he must do so by a series of analyses 
of its various parts. In any one part of his study, attention i3 focused on 
a limited part of the viiole. 

There is therefore place for studies of the organization into political 
units or regions of various large sections of the world* For this purpose it 
is advantageous to determine regions of greater size but lesser political 
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homo&eneity than that found in individual areaa of political organization. 

Such regional homogeneity of relatively large areas may he based,  on 
the one hand, on approximate uniformity of particular political characteris- 
tics or of cultural characteristic a that are politically significant*    Thus 
throughout nearly all of Latin America there is not only the obvious similar- 
ity of language among the politically dominant groups, but also similarity 
in certain inherited institutions of even greater importance for political 
organization- such as the role of family r  church,  social classes,, and mili- 
tary forces in the government of society* 

In these respects all of Latin America is> in marked contrast with 
Anglo-America*   Against this background of similarity throughout Latin America, 
its division into many independent political units is to be compared with the 
patterns of separation and diversity presented in terms of distribution of 
population, racial composition, transport systems, and historical organiza- 
tion inherited from colonial days, as James among others has suggested /38/« 
Similarly, Broek has analyzed the elements of "Unity and Diversity in South 
east Asia,11 /10/ Hartshorne has examined East Central Europe,  /29/and Roucek 
has studied the Balkans /67/„    On the other hand, a realm may be recognized 
as a region of large size on the basis of coherent unity (as a nodal or kine- 
tic region) in that its various parts, however diverse in character. Have 
closer political relations (wi.ether those of cooperation or of conflict) with 
each other than wi*h areas outside that realm.    Ihus the use of the Danube for 
navigation has for more than a century created a certain degree of regional 
unity among the otnerwise very diverse countries through which it flows;    Kish 
has discussed the challenge to international planning which this situation 
presents /48/.   A classic example, of still larger scale,  is that of the Med- 
iterranean reaLu, an area whose ancient homogeneity in cultural and political 
character was forever lost with the break-up of the fioman Empire and the later 
division uetv.een Christian and Moslem civilizations,  but which is nonetheless 
bound together by sea conne' lions into one strategic theater /98:Chap. 9/. 

In the political-geographic study of such a realm,  the student is con- 
cerned to determine the elements of regional homogeneity on the one hand and 
those of heterogeneity on the other,  to compare the regional pattern of each 
of these elements with the pattern of political organization.    In doine this, 
he is not concerned with all geographic elements, but only with those that are 
found to be pertinent to the question of political organization.    Thus,  in the 
Mediterranean realm, it is not  to be assumed tnat the general similarity of 
eli.iB.lic and vegetation conditions in that area should ha,re functioned as an 
element for regional unity at any time since the breakdown of the Roman Empire. 

Ihe existence of separate political units in a region of kinetic unity 
inevitably leads to difficult problems in the functioning relations among 
the several units.    This situation the political geographer is concerned to 
analyze,  in terms of the different categories of relationships, and the re- 
sultant problems,   that exist among political units,  whether those within one 
realiii, or in the final single region of the whole world*    The method of study- 
ing tiisse problems will be discussed in considering the analysis of the indi- 
vidual colitical regions of nicest intensity,  the independent states. 
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ANALYSIS OF TH2 IIDIVIIXJAL FQLITICAl R3MOK 

Features of the Political Unit 

Any specific area of the earth that has been established by law or 
international treaty as a political unit and in which a governmental system 
has been organized and opeiated constitutes in theory, if not in lull reality 
a politically organized region. As such it presents certain features and 
relationships which' the geographer is concerned to analyze* 

1) morphology. The region has a definite, usually quite precise, size 
and shape. It has internal structure as a unit, consisting of a nodal center, 
lines of communication from the center to all parts of the region,, and feat- 
ures established to mark and control its boundaries. Further, it has an 
officially established subdivision presenting a particular geographic pattern 
at each successive level of subdivision. 

2) Physiology. On tne basis of its internal structure, the political 
organization maintains a constant flow of authority between the centers of 
government and the different parts of the region, and also, thougn oftenfex 
less directly, between the people of different part3 of the region and the 
political organization. 

3) Location. The region occupies a particular position in a pattern 
of similar regions. 

4) External relations. On the basis of its particular position ?n.th 
reference to each of these patterns, the region has relations, as a unit of 
operation, with other regions in the pattern, both near and far. 

5) Purpose. The politically organized region is the product of a de- 
finite plan, formulated and put in effect with the conscious purpose of con- 
verting an area of heterogeneity into a homogeneous region, homogeneous both 
in the sense of uniformity of political character and in- the sense of coher- 
ent unity (kinetic or-nodal region).     • i ' 

In this respect the region of political organization differs from all 
ether types of regions studied in geography, unless that term Is considered 
as applying to such small unit areas as the individual farm, plantation, mine 
or industrial establishment. Perhaps its closest counterpart in economic geo- 
graphy v«xs the feudal manor in the middle ages, for like that area unit, its 
primary purposes are internal, rather than external. 

Homogeneity as the Purpose of the Political Region*. 

It is to further this fundamental purpose of uniformity and unity that 
the political physiology and internal structure of the region are developed 

f. This and the following section are adapted, with modifications, from the 
more lengthy treatment in Hartshorne' s "The Functional Approach in Political 
Qeography," /31/. '_  
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and maintained, tihile it might also sees desirable to determine the external 
form, of size aud shape, in relation to this purpose, in 20st cases that must 
be accepted, for better or worse, as pre-determLned, and this of course is 
definitely true of the location of the area* In these respects a politically 
organized region differs from a plantation or industrial establishment^ 

Ihe purpse of establishing regional uniformity and unity is not an ulti- 
I mate purpose but rather the means toward particular ends* These latter, the 

ultimate purposes of political organization, differ both at different levels 
j of organization and, in greater or less degree, amju& different units at the 
I same level. In particular, as will be discussed later, they differ greatly 

at the level of independent states, and these differences constitute the just- 
ification for the independence of each of those units. But at all levels, the 
individual regional unit can hope to attain its ultimate objectives, indeed 
may be abl° to survive, jcnly if it attains an adequate degree of regional 
homogeneity* Consequer tly this universal means for diverse ends is a generic 
purpose of all political regions, the importance of which at times even over- 
shadows the ultimate ends. It is appropriate tier afore to examine more close- 
ly its t«o parts - uniformity and unity* 

By political uniformity we mean that throughout the range from funda- 
mental constitutional provisions, methods and procedures of determining who 
shall govern, enactment of laws and their enforcement, and the operation of 
all other governmental functions, all.parts of the region will be alike* All 
will participate in th.i control of government to the extent that any parti- 
cipant and all will be under the same form and manner of control* This uni- 
formity however may provide for certain degrees of differences under organ- 
ized subdivisions, but only if the same manner and degree of local autonomy 
is available in all subdivisions* To the extent that, particular areaB of 
the region are treated differently by the overall organisation, there is lade 
of uniformity and therefore lack of regional unity» 

It follows from the above that the maximum degree of uniformity in de- 
tail is expected at the lowest level of subdivision, decreasing as one moves 
to higher levels of larger units, but even at the unit of the independent 
state, the common tendency is to seek a high degree of uniformity* In the 
absence of any higher form of political organization there is commonly no 
attempt to seek political uniformity among states within the same realm* 

gl There are at least two cases in history that form exceptions, cases in 
which a group of people first organized as a social unit planning to create a 
politically organized region searched for a suitable location and endeavored 
to determine the size and shape of the area to De organized - namely, the 
people of Isreal under the leadership of Moses, and their modern counterpart, 
the Latter-day Saints who under Brigham Young sought out and founded the state 
of Deseret* 3rightman has presented an analysis of this interesting case of 
the organization of a political region in what at the time was almost a 
political vacuum /8/* 
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In such associations as the British Commonwealth to be sure there are no doubt 
v&.ori25Jilzed efforts to maintain as much similarity in bARic constitutional 
structure and rights of individual citizens as the independent member states 

. ,     are willing to accept* 

The second hall* of the generic purpose of the political region is to 
make it a coherent (kinetic or nodal) region to the degree required to enable 
internal functions to operate successfully in all its parts. At the lowest 
level of subdivision the units may be so small and the functions so limited 
that little problem is involved. At successively higher levels, increasing 
else and increasing importance of political function make the problem increas- 
ingly important* At each of these levels of subdivision it is also necessary 
that each individual region has sufficient coherent unity to function as a 
unit in relation to the outside, but since these relations are Chiefly those 
with the government of the larger region of which it- is a part, they comaonly 
present no particular problem. At the level of the Independent state however, 
the political region must be able to function as a coherent unit in a variety 
of relationships with any outside forces with which it comes in contact* 

In sum, every politically organized region represents the conscious 
attempt of a social group, beginning at some time in the past and continuing 
tnrou^i the present, to create a particular kind of regional homogeneity which 
without this attempt would not exist- In some areas, to be sure, factors 
independent of political organization may have produced a high degree of uni- 
formity in social characteristics and of coherent unity in economic and social 
life which greatly facilitate the attainment of political homogeneity, never- 
theless in no area larger than a locality are such non-political factors of 
homogeneity sufficiently strong of themselves to produce the degree of politi- 
cal homogeneity necessary for ttie creation of a political region* Sven in 
areas where the differences from place to place are slight, the difference 
between places in close proximity to each other and those more remote from each 
other is alone sufficient to create disunity unless overcome by the forces of 
political organization. 

In the case of most political regions, however, and particularly at the 
higher levels of division, political .homogeneity appears in marked contrast to 
lack of homogeneity in other respects* It is not however to be assumed that 
such contrast necessarily represents conflict. In the case of some factors it 
may have little'or no significanceo The difference between the level plain of 
eastern England and the more rugged terrain of the fteald, south of the Thames, 
would sec-i to have little relevance to the problem of political homogeneity, 
at least in modern times. In other cases, local differences in character of 
the land may lead to close interchange among districts of different economic 
production, as in the variegated lowland of northern France, which may actual- 
ly further political unity. In many other case6 however, differences in char- 
acter from place to place within the area, and a pattern of nodal regions in 
terms of circulation that is discordant with the political region may impose 
serious difficulties in the establishment of political homogeneity. 
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Geographic Analysis of the Political Region 

Ihe conclusions summari zeA in the previous paragraphs indicate the 
first major group of problems which the political region presents to the geo- 
grapher* He is concerned to measure the degree of political uniformity and 
coherence that has been developed, measured in terms of differences in degree 
in different parts of the region* To interpret these conclusions of fact he 
will study the regional structure and flow of political forces that make for 
political homogeneity in the region, and by use of the standard method of de- 
termining regional accordance or discordance seek to determine the factors 
that aid or handicap the attainment of political uniformity and coherent unit}* 

In such an analysis, the external form of the region, its size and 
shape, vrill be found significant in relation both to the political structure 
developed and to the patterns of non-political elements studied, in comparison 
to the pattern of political homogeneity. Until that comparison has been made 
however it would be difficult to determine what aspects of the external form 
are significant in the political geography of the area* Hence, a procedure 
which starts with these facts because they are the ones first presented on 
the map, would appear in reality to be an indirect approach to the major pro- 
blems of concern* Indeed in some cases it may prove quite a misleading ap- 
proach* Bras to start a study of Brazil with an analysis of the size and form 
of the area presented under that name on the common political map would tend 
to focus attention on the vast territory of the Amazon Basin which subsequent 
analysis would demonstrate was hardly to be included within the area of pol- 
itical uniformity which constitutes the region effectively organized as the 
state of Brazil, but rather represents a dependent area under remote control 
from that state* 

It is also true that the analysis of difference in degree of political 
homogeneity within the region may reveal important differences due to varying 
lengths of time in which particular portions of the region have been included 
within it, or to continuance of conditions that prevailed in such districts 
before they were included within the present region* Full interpretation of 
such factors will require historical research concerning the evolution of the 
area of the region* In other cases however such differences from the past may 
uo longer be significant to the present homogeneity of the region, so that it 
need not be assumed that a full study of the evolution of the political unit 
is necessary* 

On the other hand the existence of any political region in its present 
form presents a question of interest in its own right: how did this particu- 
lar area come to be a political unit? in the case of subdivisions created by 
the larger units of which they ere parts, the problem is relatively simple, 
whereas in the case of independent states, the processes involved have been 

| highly complex and such studies in historical political geography may there- 
fore be significant in determining the processes of territorial changes among 

, states* Thus flhittlesey's historical studies of two anomalous districts in 
the Pyrenees, Andorra j"$4l  and the less known case of the Val d'Aran /93/ lead 
to significant general!zatioiB on the changing role of mountains in the 
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political geography of Europe,   generalizations which can be shown to apply in 

It cannot however be assumed that the processes that resulted in pre- 
sent morphology are necessarily interrelated with the processes affecting the 
development of political homogeneity in the contemporary situation*   Thus the 
difficulty of extending Spanish homogeneity across the crest of the Pyrenees 
into the Val d'Aran would be the same no matter what were the original rea- 
sons for the inclusion of this valley north of the crest in the political 
region to the south*   In general,  states have tended to accept any opportunity 
to secure additional territory regardless of whether such additions furthered 
or retarded the development of political uniformity and unity* 

The second major set of problems concerning the geography of a* political 
region is   presented cy the p£tern of external relationships formed by the 
region as a coherent unit with other outside political regions*   This pattern 
is formed by a system of associations, whether of direct contact along common 
boundaries, or of lines of connection across other political regions or across 
the unorganized open seas, but in every case associations of concern to the 
region as a coherent unit-   This pattern, the geographer is concerned to 
analyze in terms of the space relationships of the region, and in comparison 
with patterns of other relationships among the areas concerned that are in- 
dependent of the political organization* 

As noted earlier,   tnese external associations are of minor importance 
in. the study of regions that are but subdivisions of larger regions, but are 
of very gi\at importance in the study of independent regions,   the sovereign 
states* 

ANALYSIS OF TH2 MEPSiXDENT STATE 

Integrating Factors 

To say that a state is independent is to say that in its external 
relations with other states it must be able to operate as an intonated indi- 
vidual, for if unable to do that, its effectiveness of function is restricted 
and under severe.stress it may disintegrate and vanish, from the map* 

Effective integration of a political region as an independent unit can- 
not be produced by governmental 'structure alone., no matter how well-designed 
and skillfully nanaged*    It required even more the conviction of integration 
in the minds of all groups in all areas of the region, a feeling,  that is,  of 
identification of themselves with the region as a whole and with its organiza- 
tion as a political statec    This identification further must be accepted as 
stronger than any other forms of identification that might lead to conflict - 
such as identification with a lesser part of the state - a section or a local- 
ity - or identification in religious communities overlapping many states,  or 

',   identification with people of the same language overlapping into another state* 
t 

' The geographer concerned to measure the degree of coherent unity of a 
state as a political region, must therefore determine what is in the minds of 
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the people of the various parts of that state which produces this conviction of 
identification to  ihat particular state, excluding or supreme over feelings of 
identification with any other area or group* 

Under primitive forms of political organization, individuals identified 
theaselves with the tribe, as a larger form of the family, as a group of 
people living in close juxtaposition and cooperation iwth each other*    3hat 
elements lead people to identify themselves with juch larger entities,  embrac- 
ing people and areas they have never seen? 

Throughout history, outstanding individuals in positions of leadership 
J have been able to exert a etrong personal appeal leading thousands and even 

millions of individuals to identify themselves as parts of the total organiza- 
tion of Thich that   leader was the head*    In a sense one may consider the 
feudal system as an attempt to convert this relationship, originally based on 
a personality and therefore temporary, into an LLpzreonal and permanent system 
for regional political organization. 

A such stronger basis for identification of the individual with his 
political region has been found in what we call nationalism*   At its most 
elementary level, nationalism appears as a conversion and enlargement of the 
concept of kinship:    the individual identifies himself with, and therefore 
gives willing support to, the political organization and region which he feels 
belongs to him, and he belongs to it,  because the people of all that region 
and those operating the organization are kin to him*   Not in the literal sense 
of common biological origin, but in the sense more meaningful to him that they 
are like him* 

In some cases common religion may be accepted as the mark of kinship, 
but this is true only where religious affiliation determines not merely 
religious beliefs and activities but also a wide range of cultural and social 
customs and affiliations.   The significance of this factor in the political 
division of India is well known; the complex regional pattern it presented 
has been analyzed in detail by Brush /H/« 

In areas formerly under Suropean colonial control, the sharp line 
drawn between individuals of Suropean culture (including Americans) occupying 
positions of political and economic control and all native peoples, a distinc- 
tion commonly recognized by color of skin, tended to produce a feeling of kin- 
ship among all native, colored groups, regardless of major cultural differ- 
ences among themselves.   Once independence of outside control has been secur- 
ed,  the question whether this feeling of kinship, based primarily on a nega- 
tive factor, will be adequate to produce a positive and permanent conviction 
of national unity is one of the major questions facing these new states* 

Most commonly tae immediate evidence of likeness, accepted as kinship, 
is that of use of the same language*   Since relatively few people anywhere in 
the world feel fully at home in more than one language, they feel kinship with 
those viio speak that language, while those «rio speak a strange language not 
only seem strange on first contact, but remain permanently strangers*   Hence 
identityof language has come to be the most common basis of identification of 

i the individual with the nation. 
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Simultaneously, the Individual identifying himself with a group larger 
than tde j K>pla he kno.is peraonaliy in his immediate locality, axtends his 
feeling of sharing in the land in which ne lives from tne immediate vicinity 
with which he is familiar to a much larger area*    Within the area of common 
language and under one political or^nization, nis own, he can travel as one 
at home, and uhat he sees becomes part of his "homeland*"    If he does not 
actually travel there, he will hear of it from nis kin or read of it in his 
own language*   Hence the -region occupied by the nation of which he is a part 
and organized into'the political.region, or state, which is his, becomes as a 
«*hole his "fatherland." 

There are other cultural possessions which the individual receives from 
the politically organized region in which he lives and which lead him to 
identify himself with it*   These include the memories and traditions of heroic 
leaders and heroic events..    They include the richness of literary heritage 
which his national state has furthered and continues to further*    Since the 
world18 literary culture is divided by language into many compartments only 
one of '.-hich is open to the average person,   this factor tends to intensify 
Ihd importance of language as the mark of the nationa1. unit-. 

If the factors we have named tend to be '.he oominaut factors at the 
elementary level of nationalism, and continue to function as important factors 
at all later levels, certain other factors may be of still greater importance 
in regions of more mature political development^    If an area has had a long 
history as a political regioa of high degree of unity,   its people may find 
the greatest values they hold in common are the political concepts, ideals, 
and institutions that are represented in their political' organization and 
furthered by it.    Since this is the one domain in which the political organi- 
zation has supreme control,  these values, as differing from those found in 
other states, are inseparably bound up in the particular state; to maintain 
them for the individual, his state must.be maintained     It i$ in terms of such 
values that the particular state can make its strongest appeal to the ultimate 
loyalty of the people of all parts of its region. 

?e conclude therefore tnat while a31 staves have the common purposes of 
establishing political uniformity and thj maximum degree of political unity 
within'their respective regions,  each state must present to  the people, of its 
regions a specific purpose,1 or purpose's, distinct from thpsp of neighboring 
political regions,  in terms of which the people of all parts of the region 
will identliy tnemselves with the state oiganized in their region.   This con- 
cept of the complex of specific purposes of each state has been called the 
"state-idea" by various writers following Batzei, or by others,  the "raison 
d'etre," or justification of the state /24;27/. 

It is not to be assumed from the: fact that an area is organized as an 
independent state that it actually embodies-a distinct and well developed- set 
of concepts or purposes representing its justification for existence.    It is 
essential to the operation Of the modern state-system,  essential indeed to 
the maintenance of stable human relations,  that every inhabited area of the 
earth be included under some form of politiAcl-organization.    The people of an 
area formerly iucluded under some larger regional unit may object to the 
nature of the regime thus imposed on them and solely on the basis of that 
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negative attitude, without any common positive purposes, establish their area 
as an independent unit.   Or the Idea of the stat*? may COM from the outside; 
major powers nay find it undesirable, from the point of view of power rela-   . 
tions, to have the area organized as a dependency of any outside state and for 
that reason promote its organization as an independent unit.   To accomplish 
this, to be sure,  they must find eons groups or individuals who accept that 
idea and are able to organize the area as a state. 

Whatever the original reasons for the organization of * state, effec- 
tive government will lead in time to the development of distinctive concepts 
penetrating into the diverse regions and peoples of the area*    If the govern- 
ment is ineffective, specifically if it is unable to develop concepts of re- 
lations between people,  the region and its state organization that create a 
feeling of identity, the state will, like Spain remain lacking in effective 
unity*   Circumstances of geographical position or of historical chance may 
permit its continuance, or on the other hand severe stress under outside 
attack will bring its disintegration, as in the case of Austria-Hungary /24/. 
Consequently every state, if only to attain its nyriniim of power in compari- 
son with others, strives to secure universal acceptance of its distinctive 
state-idea* 

Univarsal acceptance of the specific state-idea in all parts of the 
region is greatly facilitated if there is not only uniformity of political 
functioning throughout the region but also uniformity in political attitudes* 
Consequently there is a tendency in all states to produce, whether by force 
or persuasion, uniformity in the basic conditions and social institutions that 
influence political attitudes - including language, family, school, and cburd* 
Some states, on the other hand, have met the problem of local variations in 
cultural characteristics by permitting, under a federal system of organiza- 
tion, a considerable degree of variety among semi-autonomous subdivisions, in 
matters that do not adversely affect the unity of the state as a whole*   Such 
variations within sub-regions of the state-region must not, of course, con- 
flict with the raison d1 etre of the state*    If this is a problem requiring 
constant adjustment in a federal state, it is by no means an insoluble one; 
indeed, the assurance of such a system of local control of local matters 
may form a part of the state-idea, as is the case in the United States, where 
however that fr.ct is not always recognized, whereas in Switzerland it is 
universally recognized as one of the essential elements in the raison d'etre 
of that stats* 

To determine the particular character of the state-idea of a specific 
state is no simple task nor is it one for which general training in geography 
prepares the student*    Theoretically perhaps he might expect to find the 
answer in studies by students in other disciplines*   Generalizations concern- 
ing the concept of state and nation, however, which have been the concern of 
most political scientists will not help in this problem*   What is needed is 
the distinctive concept of the particular country under study* 

If the geographer cannot find the answer for his country in the stu- 
dies of historians, political scientists, or perhaps cultural anthropologists, 
he cust seek it himself*   Since the idea of the state in any particular 
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country.today is,not the product of the moment, but of the constantly evolv- 
ing product of a ioogjiast, .lulu Search will cax-ry iixo student Wi. iiito 
uhe history of the particular state,  searching for those expressions of pur- 
pose tnat appear to have lasting influence in governing its functioning. 

Internal Analysis of the State as a Region. 
• * 
The regional homogeneity of a state is the product of mutual relations 

between the people of its various parts and the organized region as represent- 
ed by its government*   Wherever these relations differ notably in degree or 
character there is.to that extent lack of regional honogone4.ty. 

The extreme case is found in portions of certain states which are 
inhabited* comonly quite sparsely, by primitive people regarded as alien to 
the population.of the dominant areas of the state* who have little or no con- 
sciousness of identity with the state, do not participate in its organization 
as do thDaeE.of the dominant areas, but arc controlled by officials sent from 
the dominant areas.    The Indian reservations within the United States repre- 
sent the last vestiges of what was once a vast area included officially in 
its territory but not forming part of its organized political region*   hiajor 
examples today may be found in the states which border on subarctic,  send- 
arid or tropical wildernesses and whose official territories consist of a 
portion effectively organized as a region of political homogeneity - the 
state-area properly speaking,  and,  in many cases, a much larger area of depen- 
dent territory.    In almost every respect excepting that of contiguity of land 
connections (and legal definition) the relationship between the two portions 
of territory is similar to that between an independent state and an overseas 
colony or dependency /2$/. 

A somewhat similar situation, more difficult to classify, is found in 
many Iaiin American countries where districts of Amerindian culture of fairly 
dense population passively accept government as imposed by Spanish-Americans 
from outside metropolitan districts*   A realistic map of the political char- 
acter of such a country would show a very diversified pattern* 

In countries whose Organization as a state is based clearly on a na- 
tional group that can be identified*' a first step in geographic analysis is 
the comparison of the area occupied by people of that nation - the national 
region - with the area Included in the territory of the state*   If the na- 
tional region extends beyond the region of the state, then the state is in- 
complete in its stated purpose of providing unity for the nation.    If on the 
other hand the state includes portions of the national region of another 
state,  especially of a neighboring one,  its Internal unity is disrupted. 

77hile these conclusions are theoretically clear, it may be very dif- 
ficult to secure reliable data, as Hartshorns has shown in studies of such 
area in Europe /19; 22/*    The nationality of any individual, as we have out- 
lined tae concept of nationalism, cannot be determined by his origin, langu- 
age, or any other^sc^fact- about him, but depends rather on how he iden- 
tifies himself; .to ascertain that concerning the population of any disputed 
area is extremely difficult both because it is in just such areas that fear 
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of reprisals discourages free ejqpression and also,  in many cases, because the 
individuals concerned, my change their attitudes with changing conditions* 

A fairly common situation is that in which the concept of overall 
unity in a single region of political organisation is accapted by all parts 
of the state, but this state-idea has relatively weak hold on certain porticos 
or perhaps on all*    Ibus to the people of Quebec,  the regional unity of the 
province represent© purposes of higher value than the larger regional unity 
of Canada*   Much the same appears to be the case in many of the provinces of 
Spain.    Similar tendencies are found in Western Australia, but in that case 
not because of lack of political uniformity but rather because of disunity 
resulting from physical remoteness and separatist econoccic interest*. 

The previous examples indicate the significant relationships that may 
be ascertained by comparing tLe pattern of political homogeneity of a state 
as a region with the patterns of relevant differences in character of popu- 
lation or of regional disunity resulting from physical separation or diverg- 
ing outside connections. 

3ven in states in which there is a high degree of regional homogeneity 
based on full and even intensive support of the specific state purposes, there 
may be significant differences in Interpretation of those purposes in differ- 
ent areas of the state.   An obvious example is the United States, in which 
the fundamental principle or equality before the law, as expressed in the 
basic documents recording the purposes of this state, are differently inter- 
preted in different sections of the country,  differences which can be shown 
to correspond,  though somewhat less directly than is commonly supposed, to 
area differences in racial composition of population /25/. 

Hence the political geographer is interested in the manner in which 
the internal organisation of political authority is divided in sub-regions 
in order to permit different adaptations of government to the different re- 
gional interests and attitudes*    The maximum degree of divergence, within 
effectively unified states, is provided by the federal system as followed in 
Switzerland,  the United States,  Canada and Australia.   Many other states 
which have followed this in. form, as in some Latin American states and the 
Soviet Union, have in practice developed institutions and techniques of gov- 
ernment that effectively destroy the federal principle.    On the other hand 
zany states organized basically an a centralized,  single government system 
permit, through delegation,  significant degrees of autonomy to local, indigen- 
ous, governmental units, as for e-nample in the English counties.   The gov- 
ernment of the United Kingdom,  in addition, includes a variety of special 
cases of local autonomy at higher level, as in Scotland, North Ireland, the 
Isle of nan, and the Cannel Islands. 

Analysis of External Relations 

All the associations of one state, as the organization of a. political 
region, with other organized areas represent relations either of cooperation 
or of conflict, a theme which Wright has developed inatfttwgM^provoking essay 
/102/.    Relationships of both kinds may be grouped as territorial,  political, 
economic, and strategic (i.e., military). 
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1) Territorial relations*   One* of the most important topics in the 
political geo^aphy of a.state is the sxtsht tc xhich it is in agreement or 
dispute with other states over the extent of territory included within it* 
Attention on immediate concrete problems has caused most of the work in this 
field to concentrate on cases of dispute..    It migit he even more fruitful to 
study cases in which the people of adjacent states are in complete agreement 
on the extent of their mutual regions.   Why, for example,  is there agreement 
in Norway and Sweden that the existing division of the populated lowlands 
southeast of the Scandinavian Alps represents Uie correct and permanent lim- 
its of the regions of Norway and Sweden?    2ven cases which appear at first 
sight obvious,  such as the limit between France and Or eat Britain would 
merit more careful historical study, for though the present territorial limit 
is accepted as though ordained by nature*  in earlier times the two states 
fought a long series of wars over claims of the kings of England to terri- 
tories now in France* 

, i 

Territorial disputes are often called "boundary problems,'1 simply be- 
cause the settlement of sucfc a dispute requires the drawing of a precise 
boundary* This oerm would more properly be used to refer to the problems 
involved in the functioning of a boundary as a part of the structure of a 
state as a political region - namely in maintaining control of ingress and 
egress across the boundary, so that that line shall in fact "bound" the re- 
gion* Bo£g8.has considered certain of these problems in topical studies 
which rill be considered later* 

A third form of territorial problems arises from the use of the 
territory of one state for the activities of another* The most comoon is the 
use of coastal waters by trading ships of another state, in some cases by 
fishermen of another state* Many states are concerned with the use of rail- 
road facilities of another state, either in order to reachto a third state, 
or, more importantly, to reach the sea* The development of air transport has 
raised a similar, but more complicated problem since there is no effective 
peaceful way of apprehending airplanes passing over the territory of an inter- 
mediate state. Finally, special cases of territorial problems are presented 
by the use of small pieces of certain states, generally minor states, for 
military bases of another state* 

2) Political relations* The most obvious form of political relation 
of a state to an outside territory is that of direct political control, as 
over a colony, possession, dependency, or protectorate* Commonly we recog- 
nize dnly some twelve of the ninety odd independent states of the world as 
having such colonial, or imperial, dependencies* One might however, be 
justified in including in the same list the much larger number of states 
whose official ^territories include "internal colonial" areas of the types 
previously discussed* 

The relation of sovereign states to their dependent areas includes a 
great variety of political forms* In analyzing these the political geo- 
grapher-will be concerned with the reality of the functioning relationships, 
whether or not those correspond to the legal forms proclaimed* 

Less readily determinable than the areas recognized as dependencies 
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by international treaty are those legally independent countries which are in 
fact under some degree of political ccotrol by an outside stata. Such oontrol 
may be limited to small districts of the country, used for military bases, or 
thcugn extended over the whole country may be limited in function. In the 
latter case, particularly, the student may search in rain for any official 
documents that record the realities of the situation- The dependency of the 
"satellite'1 communist states of Eastern Europe on the Soviet Union cannot be 
read from their mutual defense treaties* 

XL though the concept of independent sovereignty carries normally the 
assumption of equal political relations with all other independent states, many 
states have established special political relations with certain ether states. 
The political geography of Canada or Australia can be understood only in terms 
of its membership within the (British) Commonwealth* The United States has 
long had special political interest in the Latin American republics. The 
Schuman Plan, though primarily economic in character, will result in each of its 
member countries having special political associations with the group in con- 
trast with its political relations with other states. Likewise, while the North 
Atlantic Pact was primarily strategic in character, it contains political 
clauses which if Implemented would tend to create a special political associa- 
tion of the United States and Canada with the states of Western Europe. 

3) Economic Relations. The detailed operations involved in the 
economic relations among states are in large part carried on not by the politi- 
cal organizations of the states but by individuals and corporations. The sun 
of all these individual operations results in a total economic association 
between the state as a regional unit and similar other units. To determine the 
significance of these relationships to the region as a political unit requires 
an analysis of international trade, (and services and investments) somewhat 
different from that used in economic geography. 

The first question to assess is the extent to which the economy of 
one state is dependent on that of others* This must then be broken down in 
terms of dependence on specific countries, which must be classified both in 
terms of their political association with the state under study and in terms 
of their location with respect to that state in the total world pattern* 

Since economic dependence is necessarily mutual, the second question 
is: for which of two states engaged in economic relations are these rela- 
tions most critical. Under normal peace-time conditions the answer depends on 
l) the relative importance of the foreign economic relations to tne total 
economy of each country, and 2) the relative possibilities, in each case, of 
alternative areas as sources for needed supplies or services or for martkets 
for surpluses* The classic case of this, kind in modern times, the economic 
problem of an independent Austria, has recently been re-examined by Hoffman /3^. 

In view of the increasing tendency of modern states to control each its 
own internal economy and, for that purpose, its outside economic relations, 
states are increasingly functioning as economic units and the economic rela- 
tions with outside areas becomes increasingly important in the politico-geo- 
graphic analysis of a state. 
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4) Strategic Relations. In a world organised into mutually Indepen- 
dent states among which the larger and stronger can by use of force destroy 
the political organization of the smaller and weaker, the existence of every 
state depends an. its strategic situation in relation to others. Protection, 
by military force;'against such possible attache has from the beginning of 
states been one of their major external functions* fith some these may be 
Uie conflict, that is *ar; with others, cooperation in military alliance* 
While a state's relations with most, other states may normally be neutral, it 
mist al«ey? consider the possibility of relations in conflict* 

Every state strong enough to operate a* a power factor in any part of 
the world either takes on* or has forced on it, strategic associations with 
outside areas, whether for shorter or longer periods of time* These associa- 
tions form pattern's of external connections which can be interpreted in 
terms of the pattern of power formed by political regions organized for power 
and, in particular, of the location of the state concerned within this pattern 
of power* 

Shile the location of a state remains of course constant, the signi- 
ficance of that location varies with increase or decrease in the power capa- 
city of the state itself, with similar changes in power of other organized 
regions, and with technological changes in trac3portatlon /32/. The fact 
that we have witnessed such startling changes in the technology of military 
movements does not mean, as many think, that the factor of distance has stead- 
ily decreased in strategic significance and is about to reach the zero point - 
i.e., that power available at one point can be just as effectively used 
against an enemy five thousand miles away as against one five miles away* One 
needs only to think how different would be the present war; against Hussian- 
Bupported forces if the scene of battle were not in Korea but say in Yucatan* 

In general, it is still true that strategic relations are most impor- 
tant with neighboring powers, but since power located anywhere in the world 
can be transported to operate, though in lesser strength, as a power factor 
in any other area, each, state must consider its full strategic situation in 
terms of possible strategic relations with any and all other regions of the 
world.* 

Su..x3axy 

The four different types of associations which the state-area has with 
other areas of the world are of course mutually interrelated*    Territorial 
relations of a state with its immediate neighbors are commonly of first 

ET   Various studies of strategic relations have been mentioned in the earlier 
discussion of "power analysis.*1    This topic is discussed, from a different 
viewpoint, in the chapter on Military Geography. 
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importance in deteradning the character of itb strategic situation.    An irre- 
concilable   conflict over a border region, Alsace-Lorraine for example, forces 
recognition of the neighboring state as a probable enemy.   Where the situation 
is the opposite, as between the United States and Canada, common position in 
the strategic situation makes for close strategic relationship, with or with- 
out specific treaty engagements* 

Close political association, notably in the case of dependencies, 
almost always involves close economic and strategic relations.   The reverse, 
however, is not necessarily the case*   Thus during the century following 
1814, the United States had its most important economic connection with 
Great Britain but had no political connection with that state, other than 
the normal relations carried on with all other states, nor did it form any 
strategic association with Great Britain during that period.   Sire is almost 
completely dependent on Great Britain both economically and strategically, 
but refuses to accept any special political or strategic association-    For 
over a century the one area in which the United States aid have a special 
political association was in Latin America    where its economic interests and 
strategic concern were less than with Europe; on the other hand that relation- 
ship, as based on the Monroe Doctrine, was primarily an indirect result of the 
common strategic concern of the United States and the independent Latin 
American states to maintain independence from Europe. 

ANALYSIS OF OTHER POLITICAL A»£A3 

Dependent Countries 

The study of a dependent country differs in a number of significant 
respects from that of a sovereign state.    Its evolution to its present areal 
form may have been due largely to competitive struggle of outside states, and 
determined by power conflicts whose issue was decided by events taking place 
thousands of miles away.    So far as the dependent area itself is concerned, 

all that is significant is the end-result of such rivalries.   This, as 
flhittlesey has shown for specific cases in Africa, may produce political re- 
tions quite discordant with the existing cultural or tribal regions 
/98; 98:127-159/. 

In any dependant area there is almost always a lack of unity of pur- 
pose in the political organization of the area*    mis is not merely a conflict 
of purpose between the outside controlling state (the imperial power) and vhat- 
ever indigenous [political organization is permitted to exist.    Because must 
such areas were not politically organized regions prior to imperial control, 
there is commonly little uniformity or unity among indigenous social and 
ethnic groups whose distribution forms a basic cultural pattern of political 
diversity within the area.    These different groups may be striving for differ- 
ent political objectives,   some through at least temporary alliance with the 
imperial authority,  others in various forms of opposition,  thus creating a 
pattern of regional variations in effectiveness of control. 

Further,  the representatives of the imperial power,, official and 
unofficial, may be in disagreement not merely in terms of current policy but 
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in terras of the -ultimate objectives of the political organization of the area. 
Bras traders and other business men operating in the colony may have & differ- 
ent viev of ite ultimate future than that of the officials operating the gov- 
ernment and through the large cooperations of the imperial country, which 
they serve, may bring pressure through the home government against the gov- 
ernment in the colony. The latter, on the other hand, though presumably func- 
tioning under direction of the colonial office of the home state, may in fact 
operate with a considerable degree of Independence, even in conflict with 
principles determined by the home government* This is possible both because 
of remoteness from the home seat of government and because colonial officials 
tend to form an interested block concerned to pursue certain objectives regard- 
less of changes in the government at home* 

Finally, in areas where considerable nuabers of the citizens of the 
imperial power have settled as permanent colonial residents, enjoying a posi- 
tion of social, economic and political superiority to the great native major- 
ity, these tend to form a small but powerful group whose objectives may be 
quite different either from that of the horns government or the local colonial 
officials, and almost certainly in opposition to the objectives of indigenous 
political groups. The relative importance of this group of "white settlers" 
commouly varies notably in different parts of the territory, in significant 
relation to climatic conditions, productive capacity and developed transport 
routes* 

The analysis of the various purposes of colonial government in any 
area may also be expected to show significant correspondence with the area 
pattern formed by districts that are of positive economic benefit to the 
imperial power, in contrast to the areas, commonly the greater part of the 
total, that are but little developed and consequently represent a net cost 
to control* 

Viewea solely from the side of the organizing powers, the purpose of 
political organization of a colonial territory may approximate one of several 
contrasting types, and the analysis of the area.as a political region will 
differ according to which type of purpose is involved* 

l) The underlying purpose, whether consciously recognized or not, 
may be to maintain the present colonial control indefinitely* In that case, 
only a minimum of political homogeneity is required, sufficient to allow main- 
tenance of control* Political uniformity, though in GCtm  respects advanta- 
geous, may- stimulate political unity ^,y\ produce dangerous challenge to 
imperial control* Under the dictum of "divide and rule," heterogeneity of 
diverse ethnic areas may therefore be encouraged* Experience however seems 
to indicate that this is a losing battle* The conditions pre-requisite for 
effective government inevitably produce an increasing degree of political 
uniformity and regional unity and the very effectiveness of imperial govern- 
ment produces common ties of opposition among otherwise opposing native groups 
and districts* 

c)   At the opposite pole, is the purpose officially declared by Great 
Britain as its aim in colonial rule - namely, to develop colonial territories 
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toward ultimate status as independent states, which it Is hoped will choose 
to remain in association in the Coaaonwealth. The analysis of a colonial re- 
gion in terms of this purpose would be much the same as that of the analysis of 
internal aspects of an independent state. On the other hand, it is necessary 
to determine viiether the indigenous political group or groups that are to take 
over the organization of the region as an independent state are in agreement 
on that purpose, or whether, as in India they find their objectives in the div- 
ision of the territory into two or more independent political regions* 

3) Ifce ultimate objective of the imperial state may be to incorporate 
the colonial territory into the home state as a part of its total regional 
homogeneity on the same basis as present portions of that state. Presumably 
this is the purpose of the United States in respect to Alaska. In the former 
colonial areas of imperial Russia, the western parts of Siberia were gradually 
incorporated as integral parts of the state and it is clearly the purpose of 
the Soviet Union to establish the same in respect to all its vast colonial 
domain. In the absence of reliable information on the actual operations of 
the Soviet go/eminent in such areas it is not possible to determine the degree 
to which this has been accomplished. Lattimore has considered the question in 
some detail in respect to the Yakut region /52/. 

France has recently incorporated certain small overseas colonial terri- 
tories (its 7est Indian and Guiana possessions and Reunion), as departments of 
the home-state, functioning through parliamentary representation, like the 
other subdivisions of the state* Ibis is the first instance in which a state 
had officially defined its political region as including portions separated 
from the main body by thousands of miles of open ocaan* Bven earlier, France 
had originated a similar policy in regard to its North Airican territories, 
but while depar tments of France have been officially established in Algeria, 
the actual structure of government there demonstrates still a high degree of 
colonial control. 

It is significant that in seeking to incorporate its North African 
colonies France has not furthered the political unity of the existing regions, 
as inherited from historical indigenous governments of the past. Just as the 
first republic, following the revolution, sought political homogeneity through- 
out France by destroying the historic provinces, replacing them by smaller de- 
partments to which little autonomous power was given in order to prevent devel- 
opment of local regions of unity, so Algeria is not kept as a unit, bat is to 
be divided into departments, which ultimately, one presumes, would have no 
overall regional organization other than that of all France. 

7/hich of the ultimate objectives the imperial power pursues will de- 
termine the present method of organization of the colonial territory. A 
major question is the degree to which the area is organized to function as a 
unit region separate from, though under the control of the imperial power, or 
the extent to which its internal functions are determined in detail by the 
government of the contriling power, even through diverse agencies of that 
government, /faittlesey has discussed the significant differences in this re- 
spect in different parts of colonial Africa /9Q:2£>7-394/  and Pelzer has con- 
si deied a similar problem in Micronesia /6l/. 
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Bie external relations of dependant countries are, generally epsaking, 
controlled by tuo iiupsxial power'«» p*rt of. its ..total functioning in external 
relations, • though in many cases indigenous government may have a share in deter- 
mining theee relations, 

* • 
Internal organization and governmental operation are seldom carried on 

exclusively by the representatives of the imperial power.   More commonly tnere 
is a combination, and this varies not only in different empires out in differ- 
ent parts of the same empire, of functions directed by the officials of the' 
imperial power, functions handled directly by indigenous political organisation 
- some created by the imperial power,• some adopted by it from traditional tri- 

bal systems - or finally by agencies wnich include both native and imperial 
representatives*   Under any such combination, the area cannot be considered as 
an integral region of political organisation, but rather functions as a part, 
or even as separate parts, of the imperial unit which includes the controlling 
state and all its dependent areas. 

In some colonial areas two separate forms of political organization 
function simultaneously in the same aspect of government*   Thus, in Tunisia, 

courts organized as part of the Judicial system of France function in cases in- 
volving Frericn citizens,  while native courts operating under Moslem law handle 
cases involving only natives who have not become French citizens. 

To determine' the degree of dependence of the organization and function- 
ing cf the dependent country on that of the controlling state may be very dif- 
ficult*   A great variety of legal forms axe recognized in imperial relation** 
ships; in the British anpire alone,  the constitutional relationship is differ- 
ent for almost every colony«   Further, the actual functioning relationship 

may differ greatly from the legal form*    nevertheless the geographer concerned 
to analyze the dependent country as an organisation of area cannot avoid the 
necessity of determining what functions the colonial organization is intended 
to perform*    To ignore this question would be as though one attempted to study 
the economic geography of a manufacturing plant established as a branch factory 
without considering whether it was planned to operate as an integrated unit or 
merely to carry out specific limited functions closely interrelated to the 
functions of the home establishment* 

autonomous Divisions 

Ihe political geography of organized subdivisions of sta&es represents 
a potential field to which very little attention has yet been given*    In view 
of the great interest of American political science in the operation of the 
governments of the individual States of the United States,  it seems somewhat 
surprising that American geographers have so largely ignored the significance 
of these areas as semi •autonomous units* 

As long as American political geographers wave concerned primarily with 
problems of boundaries and disputed territories,  this field offered a great 
number of specific historical problems primarily of local interest only*   '..lany 
of these are presented in a series of maps in the Atlas of Historical Geography 
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of the United States /SB/, and individual cases have been studied in oore detail 
I, by Cushing /14/, Uliasn /81/, Brightaan /8/, and Thomas /78: 79/.   Truman, in 

addition has prsscnted a detailed examination of the effect of an inter-state 
boundary on local development in the area through which it crosses /81/. 

Territorial disputes between the States of the United States in recent 
times have arisen chiefly where thebcuafcry line ran through water bodies.    In 
two cases la which such disputes were of considerable practical importance, 
and were finally settled only by decision of the United States Supreme Court, 
geographers contributed studies of practical values    Bowman's study of the Red 
River boundary,  cutting through an oil field which **e ultimately divided be- 
tween Xe*aa and Oklahoma /?/; and Martin's studies of the Michigan-Si sconsin 
boundary between two cities on the Menominee River and in Green Bay /56/*   It 
does not seem likely however that further opportunities will occur* 

Likewise there seems little gain, other than intellectual exercise,  in 
considering imaginary changes in territorial division of the United States 
among its forty eight units*   Whereas nearly every war involves in its settle- 
ment changes in territorial units,  the limits of the States of the United States 
may well be assumed to be immutable,  short of a revolution whose character or 
results could not be predicted. 

On the other hand,  the problems presented each of the States by the 
particular geographic structure of its area are very real and significant*    In 
the American federal system, these units are much more than subdivisions, like 
the departments of France; in a variety of respects each functions independent- 
ly of the national federal government*   Furthermore, the existence of these 
forty-eight units operating under a common framework provides a valuable labor- 
atory for political geography*   For whereas every national state differs in 
significant degree in major functions, or purposes, the major functions of 
these State units are largely similar*   But each must carry out those similar 
functions over an area unique in geographic character* 

American geographers have long been aware of certain outstanding prob- 
lems presented by certain particular States*   A familiar theme, more important 
in an earlier period but still significant, was the problem found in each of 
the South Atlantic States from Virginia to Georgia, of establishing regional 
unity in an area which in each case included two contrasting sections, often 
in conflict, a portion of the coastal plain and a portion of the Piedmont* 

ahooas has considered the problem of imipt^inir^ connections between 
the physically separated parts of Idaho /77/ and many student*, have commented 
on the problems of maintaining common interest over the two radically differ- 
ent regions of Washington,  sharply separated by the Cascades*    But these are 
only the more obvious cases; every State has its peculiar problems arising 
from its particular structure and location.    Tears ago a journalist pointed to 
the special problem of New Jossey, as a political region whose two main econo- 
mic foci were in two outside States*   Pennsylvania is obviously split between 
two industrial regions clearly separated from each other, and each focused on 
its own metropolis.   On the other band,  if North Dakota is economically homo- 
geneous,  the emphasis on one major surplus product,  wheat,  presents grave fiscal 

i 
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problems in tines of doprescicn. 

It is a paradoxical result of our school system that while we have had 
numerous books on the economic geography of particular States, no one of which 
functions as an economic uuit, a thorough-going study of the political geogra- 
phy of even one of tb? States-   the one respect in which it does operate as a 
unit, has rot been made.    Here is an opportunity for research of practical value 
and requiring no foreign travel* 

Similar opportunities, obviously, are to be found in the relatively 
few other states that function under a federal system, including Canada, and 
Australia. 

Subdivisions 

The first level of subdivision properly speaking,  i.e.,  Uiat at which 
the units are determined and controlled by the larger organization of which 
they are but a part,  is represented by counties in this country   and in jfoglanfr 
and by departments in Trance.   A primary question at this level is that of the 
method and pattern of the subdivision,   flhile major changes in any of these 
countries are legally possible,  the pattern developed in the past, in the case 
of France in the drastic reorganization at the time of the Revolution, appears 

•  to be nov? firmly implanted.   A few changes, however, are currently made in some 
of our western States; discussion of a proposed reorganisation of counties in 
Oregon led Stephen Jones to prepare a study of the geographic structure of that 
State In terms of nodal regions recognized in practice by various governmental 
and business agencies - a study that led to conclusions significantly differ- 
ent from those which would have been drawn from direct reference to. physical 
features /42/.    In the same general category should be mentioned:Hanson's 
study of Utah /18/, and Ullman's review of several studies in the Pacific 

.Horthwest /82/. 

In most parts of the United States,  the county has little legislative 
power,  but rather functions as a subdivision of the administrative and judicial 
branches of State government,  but personnel carrying out such functions are 
chosen independently of the State government, by local vote, and for that 
reason no doubt counties (and larger cities) represent the basic area units of 
American political parties.   In most of the counties of the country, it has 
been said, local government tends to remain in the control of the same party 
over long periods of time.   This provides a faithful core of party workers 
who can normally be counted upon in jrvery election regardless of wider State 
or national issues.   This hypothesis suggests a number of opportunities for 
geographic studies, whether in terms of individual counties chosen for case 
studies,  or of differences among the counties of a single State or group of 
States, or of the overall situation in the United States* 

£ae next lower subdivision,   the township, is of such minor functional 
importance in most parts of this ocuntry as to appear to offer but little 
material for analysis.   On the other hand,  the "towns" in New England represent 
i. For a general analysis of the different units of government of the States of 
the United States,  with conclusions as to optijjum size,   see Anderson,  "?. "The 
Units of<Government in the United States."    Public Administration Service 
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regions of local organization, more important than the counties.      In view of 
the notable charges feat hav« taken place since these towns were established, 
charges in economy, population groups, and outside connections - many &. New 
jj>Tgland town wouldoffer opportunity for comparative study of problems in an 
area small enough to he fully covered by field work.   A student might wall ex- 
pect to find in miniature many problems more difficult to analyze in larger 
areas* 

The political geography of cities is also a field but little touched 
by American geographers, including those specializing in urban geography.    The 
fact that the political city seldom coincides with what has been called the 
"geographic city," may have discouraged such studies*   But this very situation 
presents city governments with one of their most difficult problems,   to which 
Harold I-ieyer has given considerable attention.    Characteristically the large 
American city is an economic and social entity whose political organisation 
controls but a part of the area and population involved in its economic and 
social organization.   At the same time, city governments are expected to sup- 
ply an increasing number of economic services to all the population entering 
the city in day-time hours, including the large number residing in areas or- 
ganized in completely separate political units.   An extreme case of political 
independence of a small portion of an urban center,  leading to almost exclu- 
sive use for industry, is reported by Nelson /58/* 

In addition to the standard area units of general government,  there are 
in the United States a number of types of territorial organization for special 
purposes which either Include a particular group of standardunits or even cut 
across them*   As examples,  each quite different from the other, we may mention 
the 'Port of New York Authority,  the Tennessee Valley Authority, or, at a lower 
level, a school district which includes several townships, or parts thereof* 
A current dissertation in geography by Beveridge,at the University of Illinois, 
analyzes problems arising from local regional differences in the development 
ox a consolidated school district,  problems involving annexation and secession 
cf pieces of townships* 

Fir»Jly, there is an important field for geographic  study represented 
by areas which while not of ficially organized as political regions nevertheless 
are found to function politically as unit regions, with greater or less degree 
of unofficial organization.    In the more primitive areas of the world such un- 
official political regions may in fact represent the only effective politirvil 
organization present.    Thus Platt has shown that in the upper reaches of the 
Amazon such local organizations may even straddle, and igaore the legal inter- 
national boundaries of sovereign states /62/,  and many Indian communities in 

~5~»    The term "town" is used in New ISnglaal,  rather than * township" for the 
unit area of organization below that of county,  regardless of whether rural or 
urban in character.    "Town meeting"  is the meeting of all the citizens of a 
township* 
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the Andes show similar independence of official   political organisation. 

^ven -vithia highly organized states, unfornalized political organiza- 
tions of regions nay play a significant, role; a notable case is the political 
block that re-forms its ranks in the American Congress whenever the special 
regional Interests of the'South- appear to be at stake.   On the other hand,  it 

_    '   should not be assumed that thJLs case represents an example of a general situa- 
tiony as though the United States consisted of a group of such functioning re- 
gions; Xollmorgen has warned against easy acceptance of popular ideas on this 
subject /49/« 

Political Organizations at Higher Levels 
t 

Geographers have long recognized the need for studies of organized 
political areas at levels above that of the individual sovereign state.   The 
most comiuoa is. that of an "empire," composed commonly 01 one independent state 
and its dependent areas*   As generally understood such units have the pecul- 
iar structure of widely separated parts,  connected only through the internation- 
al seas; but, as previously noted,  the compact territory officially credited 
to Brazil, Canada,  or the Soviet Union,  represents in each case such a compo- 
site of state and dependent territories* 

The "Commonwealth of Nations" (formerly called the British Commonwealth) 
represents a different type, until recently the unique case,   namely, a loosely 
organized, but nonetheless effective, association of dependent states.   Since 
various of its unit members also hold dependent territories,  the total organi- 
zation is extremely complex.   An adequate analysis of the political geography 
of such an organization of area must involve more than a series of studies of 
each of its parts; it must describe and interpret the interrelations among 
those parts that account for the reality of. the total system as a form of organ- 
ization of territory. 

In a different category are a variety of "leagues" or associations of 
independent states each organized for specific and limited purposes*    Te do 
not include even here, however,, the ordinary military alliance-which commonly 
represents no more than an agreement on a particular aspect of foreign policy. 
A clear example is the Arab League, a regional organization of states having 
some common internal interests as well as external purposes,  which has attempt- 
ed to function ac an inter-state organization.   NATO,  the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization has perhaps gone farthest in integration of military forces and 
has at least.charter authority to develop as an economic and political associa- 
tion of states.    Tfliereas such a transoceanic association,  involving countries 
in three continents,  seems to the layman as non-regional in character, 
geographers should be among the first to demonstrate the intrinsic regional 

I     ' unity of the countries bordering the North Atlantic* 
i 

when the student of political geography attempts to look beyond the 
, present to the foreseeable future, as surely he should, he finds a host of 

proolems in interstate organization that call for study*   Perhaps the most ob- 
vious and pressing is the question of unificatior, or at least greater degree 
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integration than cow exists, of Western Europe. This oueBtion presents prob- 
lems of high intellectual value to the geographer as well as of practical 
importance to statesman* It is unfortunate that we do not Lave a group of 
workers trained in the analysis and interpretation of existing states as inte- 
grated regions who could apply that training to an analysis of the relevant 
regional differences among the several units of western Europe and draw tenta- 
tive conclusions as to what structural forms and functions would be efficacious 
in uniting these regions into an overall region that could develop into a 
going concern* 

In the international field, as well as at lower levels, we recognise 
the existence of certain regional associations of states that function without 
official organization. Thus, Scandinavian states, bound together by proximity 
and by linguistic, cultural and political similarity, have at various times 
cooperated as a loose unit in international affairs and this cooperation con- 
tinues even though they are now split within and without the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization* The Latin American states have tended to operate as a 
block in many international relations, but at other times, as Platt has «ax- 
plained, divergent economic and strategic interests pull them widely apart 
/63/* In each such case the geographer is presented with a set of contrasting 
patterns of centripetal and centrifugal forces resulting from elements of re- 
gional homogeneity and heterogeneity, of which the total resultant varies in 
relation to specific outside problems from strong regional unity to complete 
regional disunity* 

World Organization 

Finally, we axe living in the age of the great experiment in political 
organization of the world region, the experiment which began in 1919 with the 
League of Nations and has been resumed since 1945 with the'United Nations* In 
comparison with all other official organizations of areas into regions, tnis 
organization of the world region is extremely weak in structure and function-, 
Like the Commonwealth of Nations (the British Commonwealth) but unlike federal 
states, its structure is that of an association of governments of political 
regions, with no direct authority reaching inside the regions themselves; and 
unlik.3 the Commonwealth it has no historic tradition and no similarity of pol- 
itical institutions to bind it together. 

Founded primarily on the negative purpose of preventing catastrophe, 
the world organization will have difficulty in finding.universal appeal until 
and unless it has opportunity to convince the peoples of all parts of the world 
region that it has prevented such a catastrophe. In the meantime, however, it 
has developed numerous less striking functions contributing to the welfare of 
the world region in matters of universal interest, such as health and living 
standards* 

That these contributions do not lead to world-wide conviction that 
every part of the world has an important stake in the world political organi- 
zation is probably not so much due to criticism of the weakness of structure 
of that organization, of which so much is heard, but rather reflects the fact 
that in spite of all that is said, and can be demonstrated, of the unity of 
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the world in terms of economic life, health, frectos and security of the indi- 
vidual, relatively few people, as >et in any part of the world are conscious of 
the reality of this world ooffizuhity for which'a political organiiatiun is 
needed. * *" 

Ihis sketch of the current situation of the United Nations is sufficiest 
to suggest, numerous specific topics for geographic analysis*    In addition,  the 
primary function for which the organization was established,  that of suppress- 
ing international conflict that may arise, presents difficult and complex prob- 
lems in world strategy of power used to prevent or crush .war.   The United Na- 
tions appears to be lifted above; the surface of the earth as though it operated 
"without reference to differences in specific location, reaching conclusions on 
the basis of multiple translation of speeches at meetings held at will in New 
York, Paris or any other center.   A more realistic view of its capacity to main- 
tain international security requires an analysis of me units of power that can 
be placed in its service by its individual members, power units that are dis- 
tributed in specific locations and which must be evaluated in terms of space 
relationships to each other and to the location of possible or actual theaters 
of action. 

TOPICAL STODISS 

Purpose 

Throughout the discussion of the study of regions of political organiza- 
tion in the previous sections there has been recurrent mention of particular 
elements, whether of structure or function, whether material or immaterial, 
that were found to be significant in the analysis of homogeneity of indivi- 
dual regions or in the relations among them. To further the evaluation and 
interpretation of these elements as factors both in relation to the individual 
regions and in relation to the regional political organization uf the world, 
there is need for comparative studies focused on specific elements or topics 
as they are found in many regions, or over the entire world. 

Such comparative studies should lead to generic concepts and categories, 
facilitating precise description and evaluation. Further, the study of the 
processes, the cause and effect relationships, in which a particular element 
is Involved in different situations may enable the construction -of hypotheses, 
even permit the demonstration of principles /of cause and effect relationships, 
which in the individual case of & single couulry can ouly be u*«» or less 
intelligently surmized. 

As in all other branches of geography, therefore, topical studies are 
no less necessary than area studies. We have considered the latter first be- 
cause the tentative analysis of areas should Indicate which of the great 
number of possible topics are likely to be of most importance for underslanding 
the total world pattern. 

Topics inat Have Been Studied 

It is evident that this had not been the procedure by which American 
geographers have selected particular topics'for study in political geography. 
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The cost notable development of systematic study of any topic in this f laid has 
been in the study of boundaries, whether because they form the cost obvious 
feature in political geography or because of predominant concern over ilia prac- 
tical problems of territorial disputes* 

Whatever the reasons for the attention given this topic* the results 
appear to be of more lasting mlus than in any other aspect of political geo- 
graphy. Building on the earlier work of variout* European geographers, as well 
as their own experience in the field or in governmental service, Hartshorne 
/19; 21; 22/, Boggs /2/ and Stephen Jones /40; 41; 45/ have constructed generic 
concepts and categories of international boundaries that are far more precise 
and useful than were previously available, in particular, dispensing one may 
hope with the common but misleading division between hnatural'' and "artificial" 
boundaries. This latter topic has also been examined critically by Broek /9/ 
and by Fischer /16/ and Pounds has studied the historical origin of this con- 
cept which hau been so influential in French political thought /64/. 

The most thorough and detailed examination of a particular type of 
political boundary is provided by Boggs* series of studies on the problems 
associated with boundary lines drawn through water bodies /l; 4; 5/. Of a 
different category is Hartshorne1 s attempt to provide a systematic approach to 
the study of territorial disputes in areas of long, established development by 
people of different nationalities, an approach which analyzes the regional over- 
lap of factors pertinent to the determination of homogeneous political regions 
/23/« Much of the work of these many studies is summarised, and amplified 
in Stephen Jones' masterly hn^W^r on "Boundary Making" /45/. They provide 
not only intellectual tools useful for analysis of specific area problems but 
make possible tentative hypotheses concerning the Qualifications that make it 
moat likely that a particular division of'territory will prove acceptable to 
both sides or will provide a boundary line 'that will cause least difficulty in 
effective operation of boundary controls. 

A second feature made obvious on the common political map, the location 
of capital cities, to which British geographers like Fairgrieve and Cornish had 
given considerable attention, has been much less studied by American geoj 
ers. Perhaps they felt that the location of capitals in the United States, 
whether federal or state, wasgeographlcally less significant than in countries 
where capitals appear to have become established because of intrinsic advantag- 
es of location rather than by legislative fiat - as though any seat of govern- 
ment could be located other than by conscious decision of the government* Or, 
perhaps, they had less interest in a topic which appeared unreal ted to current 
practical problems and the study of which required intensive historical re- 
search, flhittlesey however has utilized this topic as an effective approach 
to the study of political regions in East Central Europe and in Latin America 
/98:195-234, 461-475/. 

Topics Needing Study 

A survey of the problems involved in the political geography of indivi- 
dual areas, whether a random survey through current literature or cuch system- 
atic: analysis as was presented earlier in this chapter, reveals a large num- 
oer of topics less obvious than boundaries and capitals, but which may be no 
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i«s», porLapa awe, iicparttuiv. to- «a understanding of political differentiation 
of areas* Few of- these however, have.been studied systematically. Urns, 
various student's havs dcsigs&ied an ar*w, «_-f particular location and political 
function by one or more of the following terms: hearth, cradle, heart, core, 
nucleus, kernel or focus, hut there is no agreed understanding of the concept 
involved* Even such older termw as "buffer state" or "pioneer zone" remain 
ambiguous in meaning, because of lade of systematic study to determine cate- 
gories* 

One topic emerges from ;our abstract discussion of the geography of con- 
temporary states as most in need of .comparative, systematic study - namely, 
the character and ingredients of a nation*, Not the significance of national- 
ism in general to the development of states, which has been well developed by 
political scientists, but the analysis of what differences in nations are 
sigaificant to the organisation of political regions as units Independent of 
each other. 

-•     '•' 'i'    .".:v     ; 
For the nation is not merely a social group; it is also a phenomenon 

of area, commonly monopolizing a core area of complete regional homogeneity in 
this respect,  though extending in many cases into marginal areas of heteibgea-.. 
eity*   Certain characteristics may be common to ell nations, and national areas, 
certain others are found in some but not all nations, and each nation has its 
unique qualities or purposes that differentiate it from all others*   Until we 
have analyzed the qualities and purposes that are critically important in the 
differences among nations, we will not be able to make the contribution that 
geography should provide towards an understanding of the regional organization 
Of the world into independent political units, 

*   •••'"-••• Methods of Securing Generalizations 

In political •geography, as in other branches of the field, generic con- 
cepts and principles may be borrowed from the related systematic sciences*   As 
political scientists develop increasing concern for the study of individual 
states, rather than of the state in general, geographers may expect more aid 
from their work.    Geographers may also look to the rxxrk, of cultural anthro- 
pologistSand social historians for light on the determination of distinctive 
differences among national groups* 

One great difficulty in topical studies in political geography when 
focused on aspects of independent states is the small number of similar cases. 
There are considerably less than one hundred existing specimens of this species 
and each of them is GO different from all other? In both its political and 
its geographic aspects, as to place each in a class by itself •   The number of 
cases can, to be sure, be considerably increased by borrowing from the past, 
but the further one digs back,   the more different is the framework of reference: 
fundamental motivations both of groups and of individuals, and relations 
among states were basically different in past periods* j 

\ .• 
i 

It has therefore been suggested that more progress might be made by 
focusing attention on studies of subdivisions of particular states*   Thus the 
United States presents forty-eight units eacb-havisg essentially the same 
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political functions and purposes to carry out each within a unique geographic 
area* Much greater numbers can be utilised if one work* at a lower level of 
subdivision. It «36ss lilraly that such systematic studies mieit lead to sound 
generalizations of principles and it is quite conceivable that at least ecs* 
of these would then prove useful in the study of independent states 

HISTORICAL POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY 

In any of the branches of geography that include the works of man, it 
should 03 a truism that evsry study will involve, repeatedly, the use of the 
historical approach. Human beings, farms, factories, cities, nations and 
states do not appear in any area instantaneously; neither is their character 
at any present moment the product merely of present conditions* Much that ex- 
ists now can only be understood in terms of past conditions, whichm«y no long- 
er exist, but which were determinant during the period of development* Hence 
it should be understood that in all of the previous sections of this chapter 
it is asemed that interpretation of the present political geography will require 
repeated dips into the sequence of development that underlies it. 

In a different category however are placed those studies in which the 
focus of interest is in the past. If political geography is of value in under- 
standing the present character of the political world, it is of no less value 
in understanding that of any time in the past. If such studies lack the prac- 
tical importance of contributing directly to the solution of vital problems, 
they are of no less intellectual interest end- scientific value; on the contrary 
the absence of the overpowering concern for immediate decisions provides a 
clearer atmosphere for objective analysis and, in many cases, makes available 
to the scholar a large amount of data which in the case of present problems 
may still be locked in classified documents and unpublished diaries. Finally, 
study of the political geography of past periods increases enormously the mat- 
erials available for comparative studies in systematic political geography. 

Because political geography in America has been stimulated Largely by 
current world problems, the vast storehouse of materials from past periods has 
been little exploited. The most notable exceptions are studies by Whittleeey, 
such as the chapters in The garth and the State which concentrate on the pol- 
itical geography of Western European cotmtries-during the medieval period 
/98i Chaps. 5, 7, 10, 13, 16/, and certain of the works by Lattimor-, such as 
his "Historical Geography of the Great Wall of China11 and other sections of 
his Inner Asian Frontiers of China /5l/.- 

Other American geographers have occasionally presented studies focused 
on the political geography of a past period, »uch as Hartehorne's studies cf 
the Franco-German boundary of 1671 /30/, or hie paper, published only in ab- 
stract, on the regiond heterogeneity of the Austro-Hungarian empire /24/. 
The interest of the Berkeley school of historical geography is represented 
in political geography by Stanislaweki's two studies of political organization 
in certain areas of Mexico, one in pre-Columbian time /74/, one in the colonial 
period /75/. 

Relatively little has been done in the political geography of earlier 
periods of United States history, though the chapter on the United States in 
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flhittlesey' 8 volume is largely concerned with paat periods /98;chap-- 16/* 
Of the many problems of political organisations of regions in our past history, 
isu wotiii appear to   .s of =p*ciai inter**t a.L A. tim* «&ea there is great con- 
cern over the integration of independent units into larger regional wholes. 
The historian Jensen has demonstrated that prior to the Constitutional adop- 
tion, of the Constitution of 1789,  the United States ras not a mere association 
of independent states unable to function as a unit, sis many earlier writers 
have claimed, but in many respects operated as a single state /39/.   His study 
might well be tested by geographic analysis to assess the degree of regional 
uniformity and unity'that existed in the period under the Articles of Confed- 
eracy*    Likewise it would be fruitful to subject to similar examination the 
Confederacy of the South, during, its brief period of existence, to peer under 
the cloud uf ivlltical hysteria and war to determine in what degree the estab- 
lishment of that temporary political unit represented regional homogeneity 
within itself and regional distinctness from the northern part of the country. 

A somewhat different method of inquiry from which fruitful results 
might be expected is the study of any particular area through a series of per- 
iods, as Jones and Mehnert considered Hawaii's position in the Pacific /43/* 
Thus one mi^ht analyse the political geography of the region centering on the 
Mid-Danube in the early period of formation of Austria and Hungary, then in 
the period of maximum Turkish advance,   then on the dual monarchy, followed by 
the secession states after World War I, and finally, for the present, the per- 
iod of Soviet domination*   A somewhat less embracing study,  which might well 
provide insight into the difficult problem of determining -ha distinctive 
features of a particular nation would-be a -geographic study of, say, French 
nationalism during the centuries of its development*   Such a study would seek 
from historical sources,  to determine" the. elements of that complex both as 
they developed in character and as they spread in regional extent.   Such a 
study should throw light on such questions as, <to what degree the French nation 
was developed by the state;  to what degree, the national region spread beyond 
the contemporary area of the state, to be followed later by extension of the 
state* 

* " • 

APPLIED POLITICAL.GEOGRAPHY 

Political geography in the United States has been predominantly con- , 
earned with the application of geographic knowledge to specific and contem- 
porary political problems - primarily problems of international relations* 
Many of the studies of this kind have been made for agencies of the United 
States government, most of which have not been published* others have been 
published for academic purposes or to inform the general public comerning 
current problems* 

Political geography received its first major impetus in this country 
l as a result of public interest in territorial settlements made necessary by the 
I upheaval of World Tfer I.    Dominian' s now classic study of Frontiers of Language 
, and Nationality in Europe /J5/,  published in 1917,  was written primarily to 
i provide a basis for anticipated revisions in tne regional organization of 

Europe*    Other American geographers, as noted earlier,  contributed to the 
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backcxauud materials used by President Wilson at the Peace Conference..   One of 
them, Bowman, was stimulated by his work there to incorporate brief summaries 
of the territorial   disputes of all parts of the world in his volume on gig 
New florid, /6/, a work Hhlch however went far beyond that typo of problas and 
proved w> be the most influential work In American political geography. 

During the ensuing two decades of official American withdrawal from 
European affairs,  such service within the government was limit ad almost ex- 
clusively to the Geographer of the State Department, .and.was cprjcemaedjpri-> - — 
marily with temtorial^olwe^lM^ 
neighbors, Canada and Mexico.   As a result of his work on a large number of 
such problems, Boggs published in 1940 a volume of lectures on International 
Boundaries /2/, and it was largely through his influence that Stephen Jones 
prepared his handbook on Boundary Making as a guide to treaty-makers and boun- 
dary commissioners /45/. 

As the United States became involved in World War II, a large number 
of geographers were drawn into government service.    While most of these were 
working on military problems, a large number of studies of territorial prob- 
lems were cade by the greatly augmented staff of geographers in the State 
Department, by Bowman as special adviser to the President, and toward the end 
of the war, by geographers working in the Office of Strategic Services, sub- 
sequently transferred either to the State Department or to the Central Intelli- 
gence Agency* 

In the meantime a few geographers in academic circles had published 
analyses of individual cases of territorial disputes, either before or after 
official settlement.   Hartshorne e ma mined the consequences of the partition of 
Upper Silesia in an attempt. to develop   sould techniques for examination of 
such a problem in the field /l9/»   Plait's examination of "Conflicting Terri- 
torial Claims in the Upper Amazon" illuminate! the disruptive effects of 
international dispute resulting from ill-defined"frandery lines in tropical 
forest areas remote from developed regions /S2/.   The problems resulting from 
the addition of the South Tyrol district of German population to Italy follow- 
ing World War I have been re-examined in terms of the situation following the 
second war by both Weigent /87/ and Hoffman /34/; and latter has also publish- 
ed a detailed analysis of the Netherlands demands for changes along its boun- 
dary with Germany /36/»   Under the direction of Van Valkenburg,  students at 
Clark University have completed a number of doctoral dissertations on specific 
problem areas, at least one of which. Held's study of the Saarland, has been 
published in part /33/.   The boundary problem of greatest intensity in the 
For East,  that in Korea, b«? h*w» *»min*»d in two studies by McCune /S7; 57a/. 

Of studies of a less technical character, designed for general and 
adult education, mention may be mde of 7an Valkenburg1 s surveys of problems in 
several larger realms, published as Headline Books of the Foreign Policy Asso- 
ciation /85/. 

Since the field of political geography is far wider than the study of 
territorial disputes, the opportunities for application of scholarly studies to 
practical problems ie far larger than has hitherto been realized.    Wherever it 
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is politically feasible to change the areas of political units, as of provinces, 
or counties,  there is opportunity and need to apply whatever knowledge has been 
acquired in political geography to practical problems.   Wo have already noted 
Stephen Jones1  contribution to the division of Oregon into new counties, at a 
time when, that appeared to be a current issue /42/. 

A greater number of opportunities nay be expected in the field o£ gov- 
ernment planning.   Whatever such plans overlap existing political units, the 
problem of determining what extent of territory tc include and the problem of 
organizing that territory into a functioning unit are problems to which the 
student of political geography should ba able to make significant contribution* 

Perhaps the greatest opportunity may corns in the field of urban gov- 
ernment*   It now appears quite likely that the problems resulting from expan- 
sion of cities into suburban areas and over satellite cities may result less 
often in Pimple annexation ^nla^ng the central city, but rather in estab- 
lishment of some form of overall government, with limited functions, for metro- 
politan districts, within which the previous political units may retain, con- 
siderable autonomy.    Since every such case presents unique problems not to be 
solved by universal rules,  the geographer trained in the study of local dif- 
ferences and interrelations, should be able to play a significant role'in 
analyzing the specific situation and recommending solutions* 

SOMMaRY 

A great part of the work in political geography has bejn produced by 
geographers who have not specialized in this branch of the field but who have 
been called on to make studies in it, either because of their special know- 
ledge of problem areas or because of positions they held in government service. 
Consequently the literature in the field aiowa more substance than organization 
or method*    It has therefore seemed desirable not to divide the material in 
this chapter in terms of inventory and forecast, but rather to present an or- 
ganized outline of the topics that need to be analyzed and interpreted in the 
study of political likenesses and differences of areas and the relations among 
areas classified in terms of political likenesses and differences*   A major 
part of those topics is   concerned with areas organized politically as regions, 
regions both in the sense of uniformity and in the sense of coherent unity* 

The citations noted in reference to each portion cf the outline ^dve 
some indication of the development to date of studies on that particular sub- 
ject, and the sum total of these through the chapter nay stand as an inventory* 
It is clear that the undeveloped portions of the field constitute the greater 
part fln.^ the discussion of these topics presents the opportunities for future 
work, in terms of a systematic framework that should enable successive students 
to build upon the work of their predecessors.    Work in a field of knowledge 
may be initiated by students who pitch in wherever need arises or opportunity 
beckons, but the continued production of studies not related to each other or 
to any organization of knowledge will not produce, by sheer accumulation even 
over i.adefinite time, a useful and reliable bedy of knowledge.    In geography, 
as in all branches of scienca, knowledge should increase at a geometric rate 
made possible by the establishment of fundamental concepts, and principles and 
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sathods within an organized framework, on the basis of which subsequent stuoazn 
cm progress far wore rapid] y and surely than their predecessors. 

In such a development of an organized body of knowledge in political 
geography,  important contributions will be made net Cniy by those *foo will 
specialize in this branch of the field.   Every geographer concerned with 
phenomena of area thatrarailt from differences in the character and work of man 
in different places will find that the lm,«rpret'.tion of bis Cata involves, 
among other factors,  the political organization *f the areas \n his study. 
More especially,  those who dig deep into tLe geography of particular areas - 
and surely this will include at one time o* another evury geographer - will 
have both the opportunity and the need to analyze the pr ttcrn of politically 
organized regions in his area and the relat'one among those regions*    Such an 
analysis is not merely an end •chapter, not to say postscript,  in the study of 
the geography ef an area* in vfew of the d4rect rsd. indirect effects of politi- 
cal regions on all pat^rus of human devei patent    the political geography of an 
area is an essential and intrinsic part of its total geography*   Every area 
specialist therefore has need of political geography aad has opportunity to 
contribute to its development. 

. > 
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